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Abstrat
The fous of this thesis is on determination of putative global minimum strutures of
silver lusters, and opper-silver and nikel-silver bimetalli lusters by using a om-
bination of embedded atom method and basin-hopping algorithm. Global minima
of silver lusters with N=2 to 100 atoms are based on iosahedra, polyiosahedra,
f trunated otahedra, and deahedra. The set of magi sizes and strutural mo-
tifs of Ag lusters suggest an iosahedral growth pattern based on a ombination of
MIC/Makay and TIC/Polyiosahedral growth. For CumAgn and NimAgn lusters,
with N = m+n from 2 to 60, global minima are mainly iosahedron and polyi-
osahedron strutures, with exeption for some lusters of size N = 38 whih are
trunated otahedrons. Dierent theoretial measures suh as bond order parameter
and radial distanes suggest that in both CuAg and NiAg nanoalloys oreshell
strutures with Ag atoms segregated to the surfaes are preferred. The two types
of nanoalloys exhibit dierent energetial properties while they are very similar in
strutural properties.
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ture, Prop-
erties
Zusammenfassung
Der Shwerpunkt dieser Arbeit liegt in der Bestimmung der Strukturen von Ag-
Clustern und bimetallishen Kupfer-Silber und Nikel-Silber Clustern mit globalen
Minima. Dabei wird eine Kombination von Embedded-Atom Methode und Basin-
Hopping Algorithmus angewandt. Die globalen Minima von Silber-Clustern mit N
= 2 bis 100 Atomen stellen Ikosaeder, Polyiosahedra, f-Oktaeder, und Deka-
edern dar. Die magishen Zahlen und Strukturmotive der Ag-Clustern deuten auf
ein ikosaedrishes Wahstumsmuster mit einer Kombination von MIC/Makay- und
TIC/Polyikosaeder-Wahstum. Für Cum Agn und Nim Agn-Cluster mit N = m + n
von 2 bis 60 werden als globale Minima hauptsählih Ikosaeder und Polyikosaeder.
Die einsigen Ausnahme sind einige Cluster mit der Gröÿe N = 38, die f-Oktaeder
sind. Theoretishe Gröÿen wie Bindungsordnungparameter und radiale Abstände
lassen vermuten, dass in beiden CuAg und NiAg Nanolegierungen Kern-Shale
Strukturen mit Ag-Atome vorwiegend an der Oberähen bevorzugt werden. Die bei-
den Typen von Nanolegierungen haben untershiedlihe energetishen Eigenshaften
während sie sih sehr ähnlih in ihre Struktur sind.
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Abstrat
In the last two deades, a new eld has developed explosively whih is now known
as nanosiene. The eld addresses the phenomena that our in systems of a few
nanometers in size. The objets of this size are bridging bloks between single atoms
or moleules and bulk materials. The huge interest in the eld is mainly due to the
unique and peuliar properties of these objets, whih arise from their tiny sizes.
Their properties thus vary dramatially with size, and this provides unique oppor-
tunity for inventing materials with preisely ontrolled properties. A main ategory
of nano-objets is aggregates of atoms or moleules of nanometri sizes, known as
lusters. Clusters, and speially metalli and bimetalli lusters, have attrated
muh interest beause of their eletroni, magneti, optial, and atalyti properties
and appliations. All these properties of the metalli and bimetalli lusters may
be ontrolled and tailored by adjusting their sizes, strutures, morphologies, and
even ompositions. Unraveling and understanding the fundamental physial and
hemial properties of metalli lusters requires omputer simulations to implement
state-of-the-art theoretial and omputational approahes.
The omputational studies doumented in this thesis fous on the global opti-
mization of silver lusters, and opper-silver and nikel-silver bimetalli lusters.
We model the atomi interations in the lusters by the realisti many-body em-
bedded atom method, and searh for the global total-energy minimum strutures
by basin-hopping algorithm. For AgN lusters with N = 2 to 100 atoms, we demon-
strate that global minima of dierent sizes also have dierent strutural motifs.
These strutures inlude iosahedra, polyiosahedra, f trunated otahedra, and
deahedra. We determine all magi sizes of Ag lusters, and by analyzing these
sizes and the orresponding strutural motifs, we realize that the growth has an
iosahedron pattern with islands of deahedron and trunated otahedron.
For CumAgn and NimAgn lusters with N = m+n from 2 to 60, we onsider
every ombination of m and n. The global minima of both bimetalli lusters have
mainly iosahedron and polyiosahedron strutures, exept a few lusters of size
N = 38 whih are trunated otahedrons. We have also examined the ordering of
atoms in the CuAg and NiAg nanoalloys by using dierent theoretial measures
suh as bond order parameter, and radial distanes. The results show that both
nanoalloys prefer oreshell strutures with Ag atoms segregated to the surfaes.
Through a omplete and areful analysis of the total energy, we determine the most
stable stoihiometries as funtions of (m, n). We nd in many ases that Ag-rih
stoihiometries of the bimetalli lusters are energetially more favored. Finally, the
omparison of the two types of nanoalloys shows that their energetial properties
are dierent in many ways, although they have very similar strutural properties.
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erties
Zusammenfassung
In den letzten zwei Jahrzehnten hat sih mit enormer Geshwindigkeit das For-
shungsfeld der Nanowissenshaften etabliert. In diesem Forshungsbereih werden
Phänomene untersuht, die in Systemen von wenigen Nanometern entstehen. Objek-
te dieser Gröÿe sind verbindende Elemente zwishen einzelnen Atomen oder Molekü-
len und Festkörper. Das groÿe Interesse an diesem Forshungsgebiet ist hauptsählih
durh die einzigartigen und besonderen Eigenshaften dieser Objekte begründet.
Diese Eigenshaften sind durh die winzige Gröÿe der Objekte begründet. Kleine
Veränderungen in der Gröÿe führen daher zu drastishen Änderungen der Charak-
teristika. Dies bietet die einzigartige Möglihkeit Materialien mit präzise kontrol-
lierbaren Eigenshaften zu entwerfen. Eine der Hauptkategorien der Nano-Objekte
sind molekulare oder atomare Aggregate von nanometrisher Gröÿe, genannt Na-
noluster. Metallishe und bimetallishe Cluster haben aufgrund ihrer elektrishen,
magnetishen, optishen und katalysishen Eigenshaften und Anwendungen groÿes
Interesse gewekt. All diese Charakteristika von metallishen und bimetallishen
Clustern können kontrolliert und angepasst werden durh eine entsprehende Ände-
rung ihrer Gröÿe, Struktur, Morphologie und sogar Komposition. Das Entshlüsseln
und das Verständnis dieser physikalishen und hemishen Eigenshaften von me-
tallishen Clustern benötigen modernste Computersimulationen.
In dem simulationstheoretishen Teil dieser Arbeit wird die globale Optimie-
rung von Silber-Clustern sowie den bimetallishen Kupfer-Silber und Nikel-Silber-
Clusertern behandelt. Es werden die atomaren Interaktionen in den Clustern mittels
des realistishen vielteilhen Embedded-Atom-Methode modelliert und nah globa-
len Gesamtenergieminimalstrukturen mittels des Basin-Hopping Algorithmusses ge-
suht. Für AgN Cluster mit N = 2 bis 100 Atome wird demonstriert, dass globale
Minima mit vershiedenen Gröÿen vershiedene Strukturen haben. Die Strukturen
umfassen Iosahedra, Polyiosahedra, f Trunated Otahedra und Deahedra. Es
werden alle magishen Gröÿen von Ag-Cluster bestimmt und durh die Analyse ih-
rer Gröÿe sowie der zugehörigen Strukturen wird festgestellt, dass das Wahstum
ein Iosahedron- Muster mit Deahedra- und Trunated Otahedra-Inseln aufweist.
Für CumAgn und NimAgn Cluster mit N = m+n von 2 bis 60 wird jede Kom-
bination von m und n betrahtet. Die globalen Minima beider bimetallishen Clus-
ter haben hauptsählih Iosahedron- and Polyiosahedron-Strukturen, abgesehen
von wenigen Clustern der Gröÿe N = 38, welhe Trunated Otahedra-Strukturen
aufweisen. Desweiteren wird die Anordnung der Atome in den CuAg and NiAg
Nanoalloys mittels theoretisher Methoden wie Bond-Order-Parameter und radi-
al Distanzen untersuht. Die Resultate zeigen, dass beide Nanoalloys Kern-Shele-
Strukturen mit Ag-Atomen, welhe sih an den Oberähen absondern, bevorzugen.
Durh eine vollständige und gründlihe Analyse der Gesamtenergie werden die sta-
bilsten Stöhiometrie als Funktion in m und n harakterisiert. In vielen Fällen stellt
sih heraus, dass silberreihe Stöhiometrie von bimetallishen Clustern energetish
bevorzugt werden. Abshlieÿend zeigt der Vergleih dieser beiden Typen von Nano-
alloys, dass ihre energetishen Eigenshaften in vielerlei Hinsiht vershieden sind,
wohingegen ihre strukturellen Eigenshaften sehr ähnlih sind.
Cluster, Nanoalloy, Kupfer, Nikel, Silber, globaler Optimierung, Struktur, Ei-
genshaften
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Human life has been aeted signiantly by metals and their alloys sine 3500 B.C.
They were rst used as materials for very simple appliations like making knives,
and afterwards they also emerged in other areas of daily life suh as the eonomy.
The great impat of metals on human life started just after their unique properties
and those of their alloys were disovered. Sine then, living without metals has been
almost impossible.
The eld of nanosiene has emerged during the last few deades, sine the en-
ouraging leture of Rihard Feynman entitled 'There's Plenty of Room at the Bot-
tom.' The eld extends aross many dierent sienes and interdisiplinary elds
all dealing with sizes in the range of 10−9 meters. Nanosale materials, onsisting
of ountable partiles below the thermodynami limit, gain their novel properties
from redution of their dimensionality and the related nontrivial size eets. These
peuliar properties of nanomaterials are tunable as their sizes are adjustable. The
above fats promise a wide range of appliations for nanosale materials whih spans
from optial devies, sensors and atalysts to mediine and osmetis.
Clusters are one of the very priniple ategories of nanosale materials dened
as "a group of similar or dissimilar atoms or moleules gathered together"[6℄. The
properties of lusters are easily manipulated and tailored by adjusting the number
and also type of their atoms.
Extensive interest in metal lusters is driven by both fundamental and applied
reasons. These types of lusters have been predited to possess unique properties
whih may lead to advaned material, e.g., quantum dots, and also to novel pho-
toatalysts and eletroatalysts. The atalyti properties of metal lusters, whih
1
2originate from high ratio of surfae/volume atoms, are expeted to have a great
impat on many tehnologial and industrial elds, suh as energy, pharmaeutial,
and petrohemial industries.
The eld of luster siene has attrated the interest of many researhers sine
the early famous work of Faraday in the nineteenth entury. But great progress
in this eld has only been possible sine the development of modern experimental
tehniques like high resolution sanning eletron mirosopy (SEM), atomi fore
mirosopy and mass spetrosopy. Two major diulties are related to the exper-
imental studies of nanolusters. First, nanolusters are supposedly made out of all
elements of the periodi table and their ombinations. Obviously it is impossible to
experimentally examine all these lusters and nd the one appropriate for a given
purpose. Seond, although experiments using very developed tehniques provide us
with preise information about nanolusters, it is very diult, if not impossible, to
interpret the results without omputational modeling. The development of powerful
omputers and also very eient omputational methods have now made it possible
to simulate nanolusters with very preise methods. This omputational modeling
an help to understand the results of the experiments. Preedent information pro-
vided by omputational studies is also very important in the design and development
of more spei and purposeful experiments.
A omplete understanding of the properties of lusters relies on the knowledge of
their geometri strutures. But nding the global minimum struture of a luster is a
hallenging task, due to the huge number of possible geometries whih inreases as an
exponential funtion of the luster size. The problem beomes even more intriate
for alloy lusters, beause in addition to the geometrially dierent isomers, we
should also onsider the topologial isomers or homotops. Homotops are strutures
with similar geometries but dierent arrangements of atomi speies.
As a result of these diulties, even the fastest rst priniple methods are not
able to loate the global minimum strutures of lusters with more than a few
atoms. Therefore, our aim in the studies doumented in this thesis was to employ
the Embedded Atom method and determine the putative global minimum strutures
of pure Ag lusters and bimetalli CuAg and NiAg nanoalloys. The embedded
atom is a fast and preise semiempirial method whih has been speially developed
to model the atomi interations in metals and alloys. For the global optimization
of strutures we used an eient algorithm alled BasinHopping. The onsidered
3Ag lusters had 2 to 100 atoms, and the nanoalloys were all possible stoihiometries
of sizes from 2 to 60 atoms. The putative global minimum strutures were then
thoroughly analyzed and the strutural and energetial properties are reported here.
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Chapter 2
Nanolusters
The siene of nano-objets dates bak to the sienti works of Faraday on olloidal
gold nanopartiles in the 1850's while their appliation is muh older where they were
used in deorations by Anient Romans. But the revolution of Nanosiene was ig-
nited by the enouraging leture of Rihard Feynman. Sine then many physiists,
hemists and other sientists have onentrated their attention on this new world.
Among all possible nano-sized strutures and systems, nanolusters, or simply lus-
ters, have been the foal point of this attention as they are expeted to play the role
of building bloks in many eletroni, optial, magneti, and even medial applia-
tions
1
.
The most aepted and used desription of nanolusters denes them as aggre-
gations of a ountable number of atoms or moleules with a population of 10 to 10
6
[7℄. Clusters are usually put in three dierent size ategories, i.e., small, medium
and large sizes. The main riterion for these denitions omes from the behavior of
the luster properties and the way they hange with the sizes. Small lusters are
usually dened as those whose properties strongly depend on their sizes and mor-
phologies. The properties of medium lusters vary more smoothly with the number
1
Beside the term 'nanoluster', we also have 'nanopartile' whih may be onfusing. In fat
there is still some ambiguity in denitions of these two terms in literature. But in a simple word
we an onsider lusters as systems with exatly dened strutures and hemial ompositions or
stoihiometries, while nanopartile refers to partiles whih are haraterized less preisely and are
often onsidered with their size distributions, i.e., their exat strutures are not a onern in their
studies.
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6of their partiles, and even in some ases they show a gradual transition toward
those of bulk materials. For large lusters, properties primarily resemble those of
bulks. From a fundamental point of view, it is interesting to understand how the
properties of lusters vary depending on their sizes or ompositions, and also how
they approah those of bulk materials. As an example for this interesting depen-
dene on size, we an point to silver whih is a good eletri ondutor in the bulk
phase, but its lusters of dened sizes has transitions to insulators [8℄.
Atoms of all elements in the periodi table an theoretially luster together
at nanosales. Aording to the types of partiles in a luster, it an belong to
one of the following types (i) Metalli (ii) Semiondutor (iii) Van der Waals (iv)
Heteroatomi (v) Moleular lusters and (vi) Cluster Moleules [9, 6℄. Bonds in
metalli lusters are of dierent natures, from non-diretional deloalized to even
ovalent. Semiondutor lusters made of elements like arbon, silion and ger-
manium have ovalent and strongly diretional bonds. C60 fullerene is a typial
example of this type. Atoms of Van der Waals or rare gas lusters bond to eah
other with weak van der Waals fores and interatomi attrations whih are diretly
proportional to the atomi masses. Heteroatomi lusters are made of two (or more)
dierent elements with (large) dierenes in eletronegativity and therefore polar-
ized eletrostati bonds. Among the well known heteroatomi lusters we an name
sodium-hlorine, magnesium-oxygen, Cadmium-Sulfur, and Zin-Oxygen. In mole-
ular lusters, moleules bond to eah other with dierent bonding phenomena suh
as van der Waals, dipole or even multipole interations. Water, ammonia, methanol,
and biomoleular lusters are examples of this ategory. Cluster moleules are sta-
ble symmetrial nanostrutures assembled from lusters or moleular lusters. An
example of luster moleules is Fullerite, an assembly of multiple C60 fullerenes [10℄.
Metal lusters are as diverse as the type of metals in the periodi table, and
therefore they have dierent bonding natures as following. Alkali and alkali earth
metal lusters have metalli, deloalized and non-diretional bonds with ontribu-
tions primarily from the valane s orbitals. Metals with eletrons of sp harater in
their valene shell, e.g., Aluminum, an build bonds with the involvement of both
s and p orbitals. These bonds have ovalent haraters to some extent. Inlusion
of valene d orbitals for transition metals auses higher diretionality in bonds and
also more ovaleny. The atomi eletroni onguration of the oinage metal atoms
suh as Cu and Ag onsists of (n-1) d
10
ns orbitals. In an oversimplied view, the
7lled d orbital has a resemblane to those of transition metals, although the half
lled s orbital an be seen as analog of those of monovalent alkali metals.
2.1 Cluster Properties
The peuliarity of luster properties is in their variability with not only the type
but also the number of onstituent atoms. Many properties of lusters hange by
size, e.g., ionization energy, ohesive and binding energy, eletron anity and melt-
ing temperature [11, 12℄. As mentioned above, properties of a small luster vary
signiantly and also not uniformly with a hange in the number of the onstituent
partiles. In medium sizes this behavior is smoothed to some extent, but they still
dier signiantly from those of the orresponding bulks. Large lusters have prop-
erties that vary smoothly with their sizes and show a onvergene into those of bulk
ounterparts. Size dependent hanges of luster properties are known as luster size
eets (CSE). This unique trait of lusters is the main reason for the ever-growing
interest in the eld beause it makes the prodution of materials with predened
properties possible.
In a very simple model developed for desribing the eet of size, an N-atom
luster is approximated by a sphere of radius R (Spherial Cluster Approximation,
SCA). The size eets are then desribed by simple saling laws in the power of
luster nulearity or its radius. Although these saling laws work perfetly for large
sizes, they show some deviations for small and even some medium sizes. This is
related to the quantum size eets, eletroni shell losure, surfae eets, and also
geometri shell losure in the lusters [9℄.
The gradual hange of luster properties provides another unique opportunity. In
this view, luster studies are neessary to nd the limiting sizes where properties of
lusters onverge to those of bulks or moleules, and answer questions like 'Do all
properties of a given luster onverge with the same gradient as those of bulks or
moleules?'
Another result of size eets in lusters is their high ratio of surfae/volume
number of atoms. Aording to the spherial luster approximation, even large
lusters have a onsiderable number of their atoms on the surfae, i.e., 20% of
atoms in large lusters, 20%86% in medium and more than 86% in small lusters
[9℄. This makes metal lusters, espeially those of small and medium sizes, eligible
8for atalyti appliations as they have more low-oordinated atoms on their surfaes
and therefore more ative bonds.
The under-oordinated atoms on the surfaes make lusters very similar to the
surfaes of solids, as surfae reonstrutions an take plae in both types of systems
in favor of building additional bonds and minimizing the surfae energies
2
. Thus,
lusters are also simple test benh to understand omplex surfae eets.
2.2 Cluster Struture and Magi Sizes
The preliminary and most important step in luster siene is the determination of
the most favored strutures. In atomi lusters these are strutures related to the
global minimum of the orresponding potential energy as a funtion of the oordi-
nates of atoms or the so-alled potential energy surfae (PES). From a omputational
point of view, nding the global minimum struture of an N-atom luster (AN) is a
very ompliated problem, beause the number of loal minima on the PES inreases
exponentially with the number of atoms [13, 14, 15, 16℄. For example, there are 1467
loal minimum strutures for the simple ase of the 13-atom Lennard-Jones luster
and they inrease to more than 10
12
for the 55-atom ase [17, 18, 19℄.
To redue the omplexity of the problem, two dierent theoretial models have
been developed to nd a general sheme whih an help to predit the strutural
motifs of lusters in dierent size ranges, and also explain the magi sizes. Magi
sizes are those nulearity of lusters whih show high peaks of abundane in mass
spetra. One of the developed models is based on eletroni and the other one on
geometri shell losure.
Aording to the geometri shell model, struturally optimized lusters have om-
pat quasi-spherial shapes. A way of building these strutures was proposed by
Makay who suggested the Makay iosahedra [20, 21℄. An iosahedron (Ih) is a non-
rystalline struture with 5-fold rotational axes. Surfae energy is well optimized
in these geometries as they only have losed-paked faets. But Ih is a strained
struture, beause intershell (radial) bonds are ompressed and intrashell bonds are
strethed. Therefore, iosahedra are favored only by small size lusters. Marks trun-
ated deahedra are other possible nonrystalline ompat strutures with optimized
surfae energy. The strain redues signiantly in a marks trunated deahedron and
2
Ligands an also be used to oordinate surfae atoms of lusters and stabilize them.
9beomes muh smaller than that of an iosahedron. Therefore, intermediate luster
sizes an favor trunated deahedra. Both surfae energy and the ontribution of
internal atoms to the binding energy of a luster should be optimized in larger sizes.
Thus, f trunated otahedron an be favored strutures for the lusters in this
size range. Experiments on rare gas and transition metal lusters have onrmed
the validity of the geometrial shell losing model, but with dierent ross over sizes
between Ih, deahedra, and trunated otahedra motifs [22, 23, 24℄.
The geometri shell model relates some of the magi sizes of a typial N-atom
luster (AN) to losed geometrial shells. The model predits that the geometri
losed shell strutures with k onentri shells are formed when the number of atoms
an be written as
N(k) =
1
3
(10k∗ + 15k2 + 11k + 3). (2.1)
It gives N = 13, 55, 147, ... as magi numbers with dierent strutural motifs, i.e.,
iosahedra, deahedra and ubootahedra.
The well known model in the framework of eletroni shell losure is the spherial
jellium model. In this model, a metal luster is onsidered as a uniform, positively
harged shpere. The eletrons are onstrained to move inside this luster sphere
subjeted to an attrative mean eld potential due to the ioni ores or nulei.
Two dierent simple forms of this potential are the innitely deep spherial well
and the harmoni well. Magi numbers found for eah of these potentials are N
= 2, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58, ... for spherial well and N = 2, 8, 20, 40, 70, ... for
harmoni well [7℄. Eletroni shell losure works very well in explaining the magi
sizes measured in mass spetra of alkali metal lusters with up to 2000 atoms, and
also those of small noble metal lusters [9, 21, 25, 26℄. Many studies have shown that
the eletroni shell losing model works better for small sized lusters of a material,
but at larger sizes it is the geometri shell model whih an predit the orret magi
sizes [21, 25, 26℄. In many ases, however, both eletroni and geometri shell eets
are found important, while their interplay and dependene on the types and number
of atoms are not trivial [27℄.
2.3 Bimetalli Clusters
Intermetalli ompounds and alloys greatly extend the range of properties and ap-
pliations of metalli systems. The idea of ombining the exibility aorded by
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alloyed metals and their ontrollable strutures and properties at a nanosale has
generated onsiderable interest in bimetalli and multimetalli alloy lusters or the
so-alled nanoalloys. The main reason for the ever growing interest in nanoalloys is
the possibility of tuning their properties by adjusting not only their sizes but also
the orresponding ompositions and degrees of hemial ordering. The properties of
nanoalloys are distint from those of the pure elemental lusters and also those of
orresponding bulk alloys [1, 7, 28, 29℄. Well known examples are nanoalloys of iron
and Ag whih are immisible in the bulk phase [30℄. Nanoalloys have already found
their appliations in dierent elds suh as atalysis [31, 32, 33℄, optoeletronis
[34, 35℄, magneti sensors or reording [36℄, and biodiagnostis [37℄.
Beause of the presene of two types of atoms, the omplexity of bimetalli nanoal-
loys is muh higher than pure metalli lusters. In addition to dierent geometrial
strutures (geometrial isomers), homotops are also possible for bimetalli lusters.
Homotops of an AmBn nanoalloy with a xed number of atoms (N = m+n) and
omposition (m/n), are similar strutures whih dier only in the arrangements of
A and B atoms [28, 38℄. The number of homotops for a given struture of AmBn
luster is given by following formula:
NPm,n =
N!
m! n!
(2.2)
There are, for example, 184756 homotops for an A10B10 luster, if point group
symmetries are ignored. If we remove the onstraint of onstant omposition then
the number of homotops for a given struture ounts as 2N. This means for a 20-atom
nanoalloy we have 106 homotops [1℄.
Possible strutures of nanoalloys are analogues to those of pure metal luster,
and they an take nonrystalline strutures like iosahedra, deahedra and polyi-
osahedra (pIh) as well as rystalline strutures suh as f otahedra or trunated
otahedra (TO). As explained before, ompat nonrystalline strutures are mainly
formed with strains and therefore the large pure metal lusters do not favor these
types of strutures. But if the size mismath between atomi speies of a bimetal-
li luster is large enough, and smaller atoms tend to form the inner part of the
luster, then the strain will be redued and ompat strutures like iosahedra or
polyiosahedra will be favored [39℄.
Atoms of bimetalli nanoalloys an be ordered with dierent patterns, and these
aet the reativity of lusters as the type of the surfae atoms will dier. Nanoalloys
11
Figure 2.1: Shematis of four possible mixing patterns of bimetalli nanoalloys: (a)
oreshell, (b) subluster segregated, () mixed, and (d) three shell. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [1℄. Copyright (2011) Amerian Chemial Soiety.
have four distinguished mixing patterns: (a) oreshell, (b) subluster segregated,
() mixed, and (d) three shell (Fig. 2.1) [1℄. In oreshell segregation, one type of
atom forms the inner part of the luster and the seond speies overs the formed
ore. This AcoreBshell segregation has been found for various types of nanoalloys, e.g.,
the AuAg and PtRu nanoalloys [40, 41℄. A and B atoms are ompletely separated
in subluster segregation and have only one mixed interfae. Atoms an also mix
in an orderly way or randomly and form mixed nanoalloy. The random mixing, i.e.,
intermixing, is found for many nanoalloys suh as CoRh and NiAl [42, 43℄. And
nally, atoms may form alternative shells in a multishell nanoalloy. This mixing has
been seen in many theoretial [44, 45℄ as well as experimental studies [46℄.
Reently, it has been proposed that a set of fators are responsible for the degree
of segregation/mixing and ordering of atoms in an AmBn bimetalli nanoalloy [1℄.
These fators are as follows: (a) if heteroatomi (AB) bonds are stronger than
homoatomi (AA and BB) bonds then mixing would be preferred. If otherwise,
atoms will segregate and the ore of the luster will be taken by the speies with
the strongest homoatomi bonds; (b) the atoms of the element with lower surfae
energy segregate to the surfae of the luster to minimize the ontribution of surfae
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energy and stabilize the struture; () in order to redue the (ompressive) strain,
smaller atoms oupy the ore of the luster; (d) if the two speies of atoms have
large dierene in eletronegativity, then they would prefer a mixed struture to
make the harge transfer more possible; (e) in supported or passivated lusters, the
element whih has stronger bonds with the support of ligand atoms will segregate
to the surfae; (f) eletroni shell losing or eletron spin interations are also key
fators in the preferred mixing pattern of some nanoalloys. It is noteworthy that an
interplay of all these fators will determine the struture and ordering of atoms in
a nanoalloy, and this interplay is in no way trivial.
As the last point it should be added that nanoalloys an also have magi om-
positions (m/n) beside those magi sizes (N = m+n). These magi ompositions
have higher stabilities in omparison to other lusters of the same or neighboring
sizes whih have dierent values of m and n. It turns out that the determination
of the magi sizes or ompositions of nanoalloys is not as straightforward as in pure
lusters. This point will be disussed in the following setions in more detail.
2.4 Experimental Methods
Thus for we have desribed some priniple harateristis of nanolusters and nanoal-
loys mainly from a theoretial point of view. Nevertheless it was only after the
development of new experimental tehniques that sientists have been able to make
progress in luster siene. This setion outlines dierent tehniques used in the
three main stages of experimental studies of lusters: generation, detetion/seletion,
and analysis.
2.4.1 Cluster Generation
Almost all typial methods for produing lusters onsist of the following steps.
First, a vapor from the desired material is produed, then atoms and moleules of
the vapor ondense to make the initial seeds of lusters (nuleation). In the growth
stage, the seeds absorb more partiles and transform into small lusters whih in
turn merge with eah other in the oalesene proesses and grow.
The medium of generation has very important eets on the behavior of lusters
and also their response to analyses. Clusters are normally generated in moleular
beams or gas phases, in isolated matries, by deposition on surfaes or even in solid
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phases. Clusters in moleular beams and gas phases are free and without any ligand
or support. These are perfet for a omplete analysis and understanding of luster
properties. Matrix isolated lusters are normally implanted into a ondensed liquid,
glassy, or rystalline phase of a rare gas or moleule. These lusters are suitable
for spetrosopi analysis. To analyze the lusters by using surfae mirosopy
tehniques, they should be deposited as single lusters on an inert surfae suh as
graphite [9, 6℄.
The most ommon method for generating gas phase lusters is the luster mole-
ular beam. One should rst evaporate the target metal by using dierent tehniques
suh as laser ablation, heavy ion sputtering, magnetron sputtering, or eletri dis-
harge. Then atoms of the generated plasma ollide with a old arrier rare gas
and ondensate to initialize the luster generation by forming initial seeds. Clusters
grow more by ollisions and oalesene. Further ooling is done by a supersoni
expansion of the mixture into a vauum hamber [1, 9℄.
Clusters of volatile materials are generated by eusive soures. In these soures a
low pressure vapor of the volatile liquid or solid is produed in an oven with a small
aperture from whih the vapor expands out and lusters form in the subsoni low
ux.
Liquid metal ion soure is another method for generating low melting metal lus-
ters. In this soure the tip of a needle is rst wetted with the target metal and kept
at temperatures above the melting point of the metal. Afterward a high voltage
eletri eld is applied to the needle tip and detahes atoms of the metal. The lus-
ters are initially hot and harged but they ool down by evaporating and breaking
into small sizes.
2.4.2 Cluster Detetion and Seletion
After generating lusters one should also detet and separate them. Ionized lusters
are deteted and mass seleted by mass spetrosopy tehniques. By ionizing neutral
lusters they an also be deteted and seleted in the same ways.
In ordinary mass spetrometers, homogeneous eletri or magneti elds interat
with lusters in a beam and deet them aording to their harge/mass ratios and
veloities. More sophistiated magneti setor mass spetrometers have a setor
magneti eld whih selets the lusters of dened masses and then a setor ele-
tri eld with an adjusted energy ompensates the magneti eld. In Wien lters,
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perpendiular homogeneous eletri and magneti elds at simultaneously on an
aelerated ionized luster beam. If the net fore ating on a luster beomes zero
then it will not deet and an be separated from others [9℄.
Clusters of dierent sizes are separated by time-of-ight mass spetrometers. Ion-
ized lusters rst aelerate in suessive eletri elds and then y in a eld-free
tube. The mass/harge ratios of lusters determine their time of ight, i.e., distanes
they an travel inside the tube.
All methods explained above work ne for luster ions. Detetion and size
seletion of neutral lusters are done mostly by luster beam deetion and re-
neutralization of luster ions. In the luster beam deetion method a beam of
neutral lusters ollides with another beam of ionized rare gas atoms. Large lusters
satter at small angles beause of the momentum onversion rule. Thus, lusters of
dierent sizes an be separated. Size seleted neutral lusters an also be generated
by re-neutralizing ionized lusters. The re-neutralization is done with the follow-
ing methods: (a) luster anions absorb photons and deay their extra eletrons, (b)
they an ollide with other atoms to detah their eletron, () anions/ations of lus-
ters an also exhange harge in ollisions with more eletronegative/eletropositive
atoms [9℄.
2.4.3 Cluster Analysis
Mass spetrosopy also provides information about the size and stability of lusters.
At similar generation onditions, mass spetra of lusters show high peaks for luster
sizes with greater abundanes. This has been assoiated with the higher stability of
these lusters.
Light spetrosopy is used to probe high intensity luster beams. For small metal
lusters, absorption spetra is mainly measured in the range of ultra violet (UV) and
infra red (IR) wavelengths. For beams with low onentrations of harged lusters,
depletion spetrometers are the ideal probing devies in whih the frequenies of a
photoexitation laser beam is sanned to nd the UV-Visible absorption spetrum
of lusters.
Strutures, sizes and temperatures of rare gas or metal lusters are measured by
diration experiments. The averaged eet of interations between the eletrons
of an eletron beam and the atoms of lusters manifest themselves in the diration
patterns of sattered eletrons. X-ray beams have also been applied for diration
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experiments on surfae deposited metalli lusters. Patterns of X-ray and eletron
diration experiments are very ompliated and omputational methods should be
used to interpret the results.
Eletron mirosopy is widely used to determine the struture of a luster. Dier-
ent tehniques of eletron mirosopy are employed in luster studies; e.g., sanning
(SEM), transition (TEM) or high resolution eletron mirosopy. Sanning tun-
neling mirosopes (STM) use an eletrially biased needle to san and map the
topography of the substrate whih supports the lusters. Eletrons tunnel from or
to the needle when they san the surfae. In an operation mode of STM, the dis-
tane from the needle to the surfae varies to keep eletri urrent onstant, but in
the other mode the tip of the needle is xed and the variation of urrent is measured
[9℄.
2.5 Ag Nanolusters and Ag-Based Nanoalloys
In our studies we foused on pure Ag lusters and nanoalloys made by mixing Ag
with Cu (AgCu) or Ni (AgNi). A brief desription of these lusters and a review
of the available literature are given below. Further details will follow in the relevant
hapters.
2.5.1 Ag Clusters
Pure solid Ag has extensive appliations in the preparation of high-temperature su-
perondutors, eletrial, medial, and dental equipment, and photography lms.
Ag lusters have reeived the attention of sientists beause of possible appliations
in eletroni and optoeletroni devies, DNA markers and also atalyti proesses
[47, 48, 49, 50℄. For example, Ag lusters exhibit a size-dependent insulating prop-
erty, whih is a result of the large gap between the highest oupied and lowest
unoupied moleular orbitals (HUMO-LUMO gap) [8℄.
The half-lled s orbital of Ag atom has enouraged the appliation of the spher-
ial jellium model for Ag lusters. Many properties of Ag lusters are explained
suessfully by this model; to name a few, these are strutures of their eletroni
energy spetrum measured by photoeletron spetrosopy [51℄. Mass spetrosopy
experiments indiate similar shell losure eets and stability patterns, as seen for
alkali lusters, as well as for the lusters of Ag and two other oinage metals, Au and
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Cu [52, 53℄. Nevertheless, the simple jellium model ignores the d -orbital eletrons
while experiments and also rst priniple alulations emphasize the eets of these
eletrons on many properties of oinage metals and their signiant ontributions
in the bonds [54, 55℄. Even sd hybridization is also seen for the lusters of oinage
metals [56℄. This hybridization is another reason for the interest in hallenging
studies of Ag lusters.
Experimental analyses of the frequenies and intensities of vibrational modes
have suggested a planar trapezoidal struture for Ag5 [57℄. This is in ontrast to
the results of eletron spin resonane spetrosopy (ESP) whih have found the
trigonal-bipyramid with Jahn-Teller distortion [58℄. Xing et al. arried out trapped
ion-eletron diration experiments on Ag
+
N lusters with N ≤ 55. Strutures with
5-fold symmetry were haraterized at smaller sizes whih evolved to iosahedral
symmetry at N = 55 [59℄. The exeption was N = 38 for whih DFT alulations have
predited a f trunated otahedral as the global minimum struture. A similar
experimental tehnique has also shown that iosahedral motifs are the strutures of
the lowest energy isomer of Ag
+
N lusters with N = 19 to 79 atoms [60℄. Handshuh
et al. analyzed the photoeletron spetra of Ag
−
N (N ≤ 21) at dierent photon
energies [61℄. Aording to the pattern developed for the eletroni shell of ationi
Ag lusters, they found that up to N = 16, the lusters are nonspherial and for N
= 68, the geometries are prolate.
Theoretial studies of neutral, ationi and anioni sliver lusters with N = 5
9 atoms have been performed by Huda et al., using the seond-order many-body
perturbation theory with a Hay-Wadt eetive ore potential [62, 63℄. Their results
showed that neutral lusters with up to 6 atoms favor planar two dimensional (2D)
geometries, while harged lusters with more than 6 atoms prefer three dimensional
(3D) strutures. But, quantum hemial and ab initio alulations onrmed that
the ompetitions between 2D and 3D strutures are more pronouned for neutral
Ag lusters rather than for those ationi lusters [64, 65, 66℄.
2.5.2 CuAg Nanoalloys
Mixing two oinage metals with unlled s orbitals into a bimetalli luster should
result in novel strutural, magneti, and atalyti eets. The interation between
the two free eletrons and their inuene on the strutures are also very interesting.
In fat a reason for interest in CuAg (and also NiAg) nanoalloys is the possible
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Figure 2.2: Examples of typial strutures found for CuAg nanoalloys: (rst row)
f trunated otahedron (TO), (seond row) apped deahedron (-Dh), (third row)
apped vefold panake (-p5) and (fourth row) apped sixfold panake (-p6).
Reprinted with permission from [2℄. Copyright (2011) Amerian Chemial Soiety.
optial properties. These properties ome from the surfae plasmon and therefore
depend on the type of surfae atoms.
Experimental studies of CuAg nanolusters, produed in a mixed solution of Cu
and Ag sulfate [67, 68℄ or by using thermal evaporation methods [69℄, have shown
that CushellAgcore is the preferred mixing pattern. In ontrast, sequential deposition
of Cu and Ag on an amorphous substrate resulted in a CucoreAgshell pattern [70℄.
The formation of oreshell strutures is explained by properties of pure Cu and Ag
atoms and omparing them with the onditions explained in the previous setion
(Se. 2.3). The atomi radii for Cu, and Ag are 1.28 and 1.445 Å, respetively. Their
bulk ohesive energies are 3.49, and 2.95 eV/atom, and the orresponding surfae
energies equal 113.9, and 78.0 meV/Å
2
, respetively [1℄. All these suggest that the
formation of CucoreAgshell ongurations should be more favored.
Janssens and o-workers used mass spetrosopy to analyze the stability of ationi
Cu1Ag
+
n lusters and found lusters with n = 8, 20, 34, 40, and 58 to have parti-
ularly stable strutures, whih is in agreement with the preditions of the jellium
model [71℄. The interplay between the eletroni shell losure, given by the jellium
model and the geometri shell losure, have been studied theoretially by Bararo
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et al. for CuAg nanoalloys with the size N = 40, a magi size aording to the jel-
lium model [2℄. They found that although CuAg nanoalloys of this size an adopt
dierent morphologies, the apped 5-fold panake (-p5) geometry, for whih the
geometri shell losure ours, has the lowest total energy. The other possible mor-
phologies were found to be apped deahedral (-Dh) and apped 6-fold panake
(-p6).
By a apped panake, we mean a struture onsisting of pentagons (5-fold) or
hexagons (6-fold) whih is apped with two single atoms at eah end of the symmetry
axis. Aordingly, the -p534 struture (a 5-fold apped panake with 34 atoms)
ontains layers of 1 + 5 + 1 + 5 + 10 + 5 + 1 + 5 + 1 atoms and the -p539 (a
5-fold apped panake with 39 atoms) has 1 + 5 + 1 +10 + 5 + 10 + 1 + 5 + 1
atoms. Both of these strutures are fragments of the 55-atom iosahedron struture
(Ih55). The -p640 (a 6-fold apped panake with 40 atoms) struture with 1 + 6
+ 6 + 1 + 12 + 1 + 6 + 6 + 1 atoms onsists of six Ih13 iosahedra, eah pair of
whih has ommon atoms. The two atoms on the symmetry axis are shared by all
the 13-atom iosahedra. Examples of these strutures are shown in Fig. 2.2 taken
from Ref. [2℄.
Parameter-free density funtional theory (DFT) alulations determined a large
gap between the highest oupied and the lowest unoupied moleular orbitals of
CuAg nanoalloys with N = 34 and 40. The stabilities of these sizes are indiations
of jellium shell losure eets. Also the partiular stability of -p5 Cu7Ag27, pIh
Cu8Ag30, and -p5 Cu13Ag27 lusters was found through DFT studies [39, 72, 73℄.
Here pIh refers to polyiosahedron strutures that are made of multi-interpenetrating
Ih13 motifs. The properties of Cu7Ag27 lusters were also ompared to CuAg bulk
alloys by using DFT alulations [74℄. The hierarhy of the bond strengths was
found to be a key fator in the determination of the global minimum strutures.
The strutural and vibrational properties of small ationi and neutral CumAg1
(m = 1  7) lusters have been thoroughly examined by Jiang et al. using DFT
alulations [75℄. Their results showed that three-dimensional geometries form at m
> 6 for neutral lusters, while for ationi ones it ourred already for m > 5. In a
reent study, some seleted large sizes of CuAg nanoalloys have been investigated
by performing global optimizations in the framework of a model potential followed
by DFT alulations [76℄. The favored strutures were found to be anti Makay
iosahedra for Cu55Ag72 and Cu147Ag132, and hiral iosahedra for Cu309Ag200 and
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Cu561Ag312.
2.5.3 NiAg Nanoalloys
A ombination of one transition metal (Ni) and one oinage metal an also result
in nanoalloys with peuliar properties. Bimetalli nanoalloys made of Ni and Ag
are fundamentally interesting beause of their unique optial properties whih have
been found to be distint from those of pure Ni and Ag lusters [77, 78, 79, 80℄.
Possible magneti appliations have also been suggested for NiAg nanoalloys based
on their super-paramagneti harateristis measured by Lee et al. [81℄.
If we onsider the important fators whih determine the ordering of atoms (see
Se. 2.3), then we should expet a oreshell pattern for the NiAg nanoalloys. This
predition is based on the following fats: (a) the atomi radii of Ni and Ag have
a notieable dierene (rNi = 1.245 Åand rAg = 1.445 Å), (b) the surfae energy
of Ni is muh higher than that of Ag (149 and 78.0 meV/Å
2
, respetively), () the
ohesive energy of solid Ni lies 50% above that of solid Ag (4.44 eV/atom for Ni in
omparison to 2.95 eV/atom for Ag). Moreover, NiAg systems are immisible even
at high temperatures for almost all ompositions [82, 83℄, while Ni nanopartiles
were found to be misible in an Ag matrix after a thermal annealing [84℄. Previous
experimental studies, using optial analysis and low energy ion spetrosopy, have
onrmed the formation of NicoreAgshell ongurations for seleted sizes and om-
positions [79, 78℄. In a mass spetrosopi analysis of Janssens and o-workers on
NiAg nanoalloys, 2D strutures were not found of enhaned stability whih indi-
ates that three dimensional (3D) shell losures are favored even at small sizes [71℄.
DFT alulations have also been performed for very small sizes of NimAgn lusters
with pre-hosen strutures by Harb and o-workers [80, 85℄. They found that for
N ≤ 6 Ag-rih ompositions take mainly planar geometries while Ni-rih omposi-
tions take three dimensional geometries. Monte Carlo simulations of Segregation
and shape transitions in NimAg3m bimetalli nanolusters in the N = 55 to 309 size
range showed that the most stable strutures at low temperatures are iosahedral,
and the lusters undergo a shape transition at high temperatures before the Ni ore
melts [83℄.
The growth pattern of NiAg nanoalloys has been investigated by Baletto et al.,
using a moleular dynamis simulation in whih 200300 Ag atoms were deposited
on a trunated otahedron ore of 201 Ni atoms [86℄. Aording to their results,
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NicoreAgshell is the energetially most favored ordering of atoms. They also performed
a global optimization of the lusters with N = 55 atoms, by using a geneti algorithm
(GA) ombined with the seond-moment approximation to the tight-binding model
(SMATB). The stable omposition was found to be Ni19Ag36 with a noniosahedral
morphology.
Chapter 3
Computational Methods
In this hapter, the theoretial framework followed in this study is explained. After
a short introdutory part on the modeling of the lusters and their potential en-
ergy surfaes, we will disuss the employed potential model and global optimization
algorithm.
3.1 Energy Potential Model and Potential Energy
Surfae
One hallenge in the theoretial study of lusters is the determination of the luster
ongurational energy as a funtion of the atomi oordinates, in order to build the
orresponding potential energy surfae (PES). The important parameters in hoos-
ing an energy model are the type and size of the lusters and also the physial
and hemial properties in whih we are interested. The omplexity of interations,
even in lusters with few atoms, requires the employment of approximate methods.
Although nowadays, the rst priniple methods are more feasible with high perfor-
mane omputer resoures, they are still pratiable only for modeling very small
lusters. In this ontext semiempirial many-body potentials are reliable tools be-
ause they do not need huge omputational resoures of the rst priniple methods,
while still keeping the many body nature of (metalli) bonding. Most of these po-
tentials have free parameters whih are tted to the experimental data on material
properties or to the results of ab initio alulations. Several semiempirial potentials
have been developed for metalli systems, like seond-moment approximation to the
tight binding or Gupta [87, 88℄, glue [89℄, Sutton-Chen [90℄, eetive-medium [91℄
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and embedded atom [92, 93℄ potentials. Although the auray of these models are
not in the order of ab initio methods, with are attention they an be used reliably
for luster struture optimization.
Along with the above fats, a two step methodology has also been reently pro-
posed and used by many authors [73℄, where rst a semiempirial potential is used
to build a database of most probably stable strutures for a luster, and then they
are relaxed further by more aurate methods. As the rst step of this methodology
is the purpose of this study, we have used the embedded atom model to alulate the
energies of nanolusters. This model is desribed in detail in the following setion.
One the PES of a luster is built, one should nd its deepest minimum. As
already mentioned in Se. 2.2, the number of minima for a pure N-atom luster
has an exponential growth with size (N), and the problem beomes even more om-
pliated for the bimetalli nanoalloys where one should also onsider the homotops
(see Se. 2.3). If we onsider a part of a PES, it an be one of the following types:
single-minimum with weak noises, single-funnel with multiple loal minima, or a
rough PES whih has multiple funnels. An ideal searh algorithm should be e-
ient in (a) nding the loal minimum related to eah point on the PES, and (b)
hopping between all funnels. Various algorithms have been developed and employed
for exploring the PES of nanolusters by onsidering the above fats. These are the
geneti algorithm (GA), simulated annealing, quantum annealing, and the basin-
hopping algorithm (BH). Among these algorithms, GA and BH have been found to
be more eient and suessful in loating even very diult global minima [7℄. In
the studies doumented here, we have employed the BH algorithm and it is explained
in detail in the following.
3.2 Embedded Atom Model
The embedded atom model (EAM) was originally developed by Daw and Baskes
for metals, based on the formalism of density funtional theory [92, 93℄. The main
assumption of this method was taken from the preeding quasi-atom model of Sott
and Zaremba [94℄. Aording to the quasi-atom model, the energy of a host system
with an impurity is a funtional of the eletron density of the host system without
the impurity and a funtion of the impurity position and harge. Employing the
same onept in the EAM, the ohesive energy of a metal an be aounted for
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by embedding an atom in the loal eletron density indued by neighboring atoms.
The embedding energy of this atom has a funtional form of the eletron density
provided by the other (host) atoms at its position. The eet of pairwise interations
of atoms is also inluded in the EAM by onsidering short-ranged pair potentials.
Therefore, the total energy of an N-atom system takes the following form [93℄
E =
N∑
i=1

Fi(ρhi ) + 12
N∑
j=1,(i 6=j)
Φij(rij)

 . (3.1)
Φij(rij) in Eq. 3.1 represents the short-range pair interations between atoms i and
j with an interatomi distane of rij, and Fi(ρ
h
i ) is the embedding energy of atom i
embedded in the host of other atoms. Here, ρhi is the loal eletron density provided
by other atoms at the position of atom i. This loal density is alulated as the
superposition of spherially averaged atomi eletron densities (ρaj (rij)) provided by
all other atoms:
ρhi =
N∑
j=1,(j 6=i)
ρaj (rij). (3.2)
The parameters of the embedding funtions and pair potentials should be determined
by tting to the experimental data of the orresponding bulk systems, suh as the
heat of solution, elasti onstants, and sublimation and vaany-formation energies.
An important advantage of the EAM is that the embedding funtions are universal
and depend only on the loal eletron densities in the viinity of eah atom, but not
on the soure and type of the atoms whih provide it. Therefore, the same set of
funtions an be used to determine the energy of an atom in both pure and alloyed
metals. This prevents the need for building new funtions for alloyed systems.
Eah of the pair (AA, BB, and AB) interation funtions should hange mono-
tonially and vanish beyond ertain distanes while they should also be ontinuous
and dierentiable within these domains. To satisfy these onditions, uto distanes
are onsidered for both homoatomi and heteroatomi interations. The interation
funtions are also extrapolated for distanes quite larger than their spei uto.
This guarantees their ontinuity and dierentiability. In the studies doumented
here, the value of uto distanes for CuCu, NiNi and AgAg were equal to 4.95
Å, 4.80 Å, and 5.55 Å, respetively.
Foiles et al. have shown that heteroatomi (AB) interation funtions an be
approximated by a geometri mean of the pure pair interations [95℄, i.e.,
ΦAB(r) =
√
ΦAA(r) · ΦBB(r). (3.3)
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Further, a uto distane equal to the minimum value of the orresponding ho-
moatomi interation utos was found a reasonable hoie for the heteroatomi
interations, beause these types of interations vanish even at smaller distanes.
It is worth pointing out that the EAM potential has been applied suessfully to
various metalli systems [92, 93, 95, 96℄. Also metalli lusters have been studied
with EAM and the results showed a good agreement with the available experimental
data [3, 4, 97, 98, 99, 100℄.
3.3 Global Optimization: Basin Hopping Algorithm
The basin-hopping (BH) approah is basially similar to the Monte Carlo mini-
mization algorithm of Li and Sheraga [101℄, and the onformational searh method
developed by Baysal and Meirovith [102℄. The BH was developed by Wales et al.
[103℄. The algorithm uses typial features of a PES, i.e., a large potential energy
gradient and the low possible transition state energies or rearrangement barriers
[104, 105℄, and transforms the highly omplex PES into a modied PES with a
stairase-like shape formed by basins. The stairase-like surfae is built by perform-
ing the following transformation [105, 106℄
E˜(~X) = min{E(~X)}. (3.4)
Here,
~X is a 3N dimensional vetor ontaining all oordinates of N atoms in the
system and E˜(~X) is the energy obtained after a loal optimization starting from
the initial struture
~X. This transformation of the PES lowers the barriers between
dierent funnels but does not hange the levels of minima. One should then searh
all basins of the transformed surfae and nd the deepest whih orresponds to the
global minimum struture of the system. This searh is normally done by performing
a anonial Monte Carlo simulation at a onstant T.
The whole proedure an be summarized as follows. First, one onsiders an initial
(random) struture and determines the loal minimum of the orresponding funnel.
This funnel will be marked by its loal minimum from now on. Then, the algorithm
jumps into another funnel by slight hanges in the oordinates of the atoms, and
repeats the loal optimization to loate the related loal minimum. This proedure
is implemented in a Monte Carlo loop to searh all funnels of the PES. In eah
step of Monte Carlo, the new struture is aepted when it has a lower energy in
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omparison with the previous one, and if not, it will be aepted with a probability
alulated by exp[(Eold-Enew)/kBT ℄. Eold and Enew are energies of the old and new
strutures, respetively. This onditional aeptane of the strutures with higher
energies allows the system to jump over barriers and hop between the funnels at
a thermal energy of kBT (in units of binding energy of the luster dimer). T is
just an imaginary temperature and should be adjusted to improve the eieny of
simulations. In our alulations, 5000 Monte Carlo iterations were performed for
eah luster at T = 0.8.
The other adjustable parameters are the degree of perturbation or the maximum
hange of any Cartesian oordinate of the struture in eah Monte Carlo iteration
(STEP), and the tolerane on the binding energy of eah atom (ASTEP) below
whih an angular step is also done for that atom. This means, if the binding energy
of any atom is smaller than that of the most tightly bound atom multiplied by the
ASTEP then that atom is randomly replaed on the sphere of radius equal to that of
the atom furthest from the enter of mass of the luster. We found the best values
of the STEP and ASTEP parameters to be 0.4 and 0.36, respetively. Another
important parameter of Monte Carlo is the aeptane ratio whih determines the
number of aepted trials. Large values of aeptane ratio dereases the possibility
of nding the real global minimum, and its small values make the optimization very
slow. The best ommon value for this parameter is 0.5, whih means 50% of all
trials are aepted. To keep this aeptane ratio, the value of STEP is adjusted
during the simulation.
The BH algorithm has been able to identify the global minimum strutures for
many dierent types of systems inluding pure Lennard-Jones lusters [105℄, lusters
of transition and noble metals [107℄, and also binary lusters [108, 109, 110, 111℄.
Moreover, the BH has suessfully loated the diult putative global minima of
Lennard-Jones lusters at sizes 38, 75, 76, 77, and 98.
3.4 Analyses of Results
We utilize dierent analytial tools to extrat physial/hemial insight from the
putative global minimum strutures found in our studies. These analyses onsider
either the strutural or energeti properties of the nanolusters. In this setion we
explain these analytial tools. It is noteworthy that our results make long listings
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of total energies and atomi positions as funtions of size, N, and/or omposition,
(m, n).
3.4.1 Energeti Analysis
There are many indiators for strutural stability of nanolusters and nanoalloys.
The simplest one is the binding energy per atom E(N)/N. A more sophistiated
measure of the relative stability of lusters is the seond dierene in the energy of
a luster, ∆2(N), or the so alled stability funtion. ∆2(N) for a pure luster of size
N is given by
∆2(N) = E(N + 1) + E(N− 1)− 2E(N), (3.5)
where E(N) is the energy of the N-atom luster. The lusters whih show peaks in
∆2 are alled magi sizes or lusters and are supposedly more stable in omparison
to the neighboring sizes. The peaks in ∆2(N) have also been orrelated to those seen
in the mass spetra of lusters [112, 113℄. This orrelation an be explained in the
framework of the quasi-equilibrium model proposed by de Heer and his oworkers
[114℄. Aording to this model, the intensity of a luster with N+1 atoms in a beam
is given as IN+1 = INexp(
∆2Eb(N)
kT
). Eb is the binding energy of the N-atom luster
and ∆2Eb(N) is its seond derivative. Obviously, if the N-atom luster has a high
value of ∆2Eb(N) in omparison to its neighbors then it is also expeted to have a
high abundane peak in the mass spetra.
When it omes to the bimetalli nanoalloys, the onept of the stability funtion
turns out to be more ompliated, beause here we should deide to ompare whih
lusters with eah other. There are dierent ways to dene the stability funtion
for a given N-atom nanoalloy with a (m, n) omposition. We an ompare lusters
with the same size but dierent ompositions (stoihiometries) using [115℄
N∆2 = E(m− 1, n + 1) + E(m + 1, n− 1)− 2E(m, n). (3.6)
Here, E(m,n) is the total energy of the AmBn nanoalloy. We may x the number of
one sort of atoms, m or n, and ompare lusters of nearby sizes with the same m or
n. With this hoie we ome up with
n∆2 = E(m + 1, n) + E(m− 1, n)− 2E(m, n) (3.7)
and
m∆2 = E(m, n + 1) + E(m, n− 1)− 2E(m, n). (3.8)
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The last possibility is to vary both m and n. That results in
mn∆
(1)
2 = E(m, n + 1) + E(m− 1, n)− 2E(m, n), (3.9)
and
mn∆
(2)
2 = E(m + 1, n) + E(m, n− 1)− 2E(m, n). (3.10)
We should alulate the ∆2 funtions for the global minimum strutures of pure and
alloyed Ag lusters to determine the magi sizes and/or ompositions.
Although the number of total-energy minima for a given small luster is limited
and therefore the energy gap between two suessive geometrial isomers is relatively
large, for larger sizes these energy dierenes beomes very small. Large gaps in the
energies of two next-lying isomers of a luster an be interpreted as the relative
thermal stability of the lower-lying isomer. In our analyses, we alulate the energy
dierenes between the two lowest-lying (rst and seond) isomers (EN.2 − EN.1) of
pure and also bimetalli lusters, and plot the results versus the total number of
atoms (N) or the omposition (m or n for alloyed lusters). The peaks in these
graphs orrespond to the lusters with thermally stable lower isomers.
To ompare the relative stability of nanoalloys with dierent ompositions but
of the same size, we should alulate their exess energies Eexc with respet to the
pure referene lusters. The exess energy of AmBn nanoalloy is dened as [39, 1℄
Eexc = E(m, n)−m
E(AN)
N
− n
E(BN)
N
. (3.11)
In Eq. 3.11, E(AN) and E(BN) are the energies of the pure A and B lusters with
N = m+n atoms, respetively. We hoose the global minimum strutures of the
pure nanolusters as referenes. With this hoie, the exess energy is zero for pure
lusters, and it will be negative if mixing of the atoms is preferred in the nanoalloys.
The most stable luster of a given size has the lowest value of the exess energy in
omparison to all other ompositions. Here, the high values of Eexc for pure A and
B lusters does not mean that they are unstable. In our analyses we plot the exess
energy of the CumAgn and NimAgn nanoalloys versus m.
3.4.2 Strutural Analysis
The similarities or dierenes between the strutures of two given lusters are impor-
tant, beause two similar lusters possibly have the same strutures and aordingly
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some similar properties. The similarity funtion is a quantitative measure for the
similarity of two given lusters [3, 4℄. To alulate the similarity funtion for two
N-atom lusters, we should rst determine the radial distane of eah atom in the
rst luster using
ri = | ~Ri − ~R0|, (3.12)
where
~Ri is the vetor position of atom i and ~R0 is the geometri enter of the luster
given by
~R0 =
1
N
N∑
j=1
~Rj. (3.13)
The same quantity r′i is alulated for the atoms of the seond lusters. The two
sets of {ri} and {r
′
i} are then sorted in inreasing order. The similarity funtion is
now given by
S =
1
1 + q
ul
(3.14)
with ul = 1 Å. In Eq. 3.14, q is dened as
q = [
1
n
n∑
i=1
(ri − r
′
i)
2]1/2. (3.15)
S will approah one if the two lusters are similar.
We an also use the similarity funtion to study the growth patterns of nanolus-
ters. First, we should alulate the similarity funtion of lusters with N-1 and N
atoms. To do so, all N possible ases of removing one atom from the N-atom luster
are onsidered and their similarity funtions are determined in omparison with the
luster with N-1 atoms. We take the highest value as the similarity funtion of the
two lusters, and plot this quantity for a range of luster sizes. A sudden drop in
the similarity funtion of a given N-atom luster orresponds to an irregular growth.
It is onvenient to analyze the mixing patterns and hemial orderings in nanoal-
loys by means of the bond order parameter [116℄. For an AmBn nanoalloy, this
parameter is dened as:
σ =
NA−A +NB−B − NA−B
NA−A +NB−B +NA−B
(3.16)
where Nij (i, j = A, B) is the number of nearest neighbor ij bonds. σ should be
positive if phase separation (segregation) takes plae in the nanoalloy. It is almost
zero when disordered mixing ours, and negative when mixed and onion-like phases
both exist.
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The mixing energy is another quantitative measure for haraterizing the mixing
propensity of atomi speies in a nanoalloy [28, 38℄. This quantity is used to study
the (strutural and energetial) eets due to the substitution of some atoms in a
pure luster with other types of atoms. The mixing energy of an AmBn nanoalloy
with a given onguration and total energy of E(m, n) is dened as:
Emix = E(m, n)− [E(Am/AmAn) + E(Bn/BmBn)] (3.17)
where E(Am/AmAn) is the total energy of a struture made by onsidering the
m A atoms xed at their positions as in the AmBn nanoalloy, but the n B atoms
substituted with A atoms. These n A atoms do not ontribute with their interatomi
interations to the total energy, but they are felt by the m A atoms whose energy
is alulated. Emix is learly large and negative for lusters with mixed phases of
hemial ordering. Based on the mixing energy we an also alulate the mixing
oeient M:
M =
Emix
E(m, n)
× 100%. (3.18)
The mixing oeient gives the degree of ontribution of the mixing energy in the
total energy.
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Chapter 4
Pure Ag Nanolusters
4.1 Introdution
Theoretial studies of the stati polarizabilities and optial absorption spetra of
AgN lusters (with N = 28) have been arried out by Idrobo et al., using time-
dependent DFT alulations [117℄. They found that the stati polarizabilities of
lusters with less than seven atoms exhibit even-odd osillations, but for both Ag7
and Ag8 they have lose values whih are notieably lower. This behavior was
interpreted as the eet of strutural transition from 2D to 3D at N = 7. Aording
to DFT simulations, layered strutures dominate for AgN lusters with 9 ≤ N <
16, but for N > 16 quasi-spherial ompat strutures are more favored [118℄. This
shape evolution auses great hanges in the ohesive energies, ionization potentials,
and polarizabilities of the lusters. In another study of Ag lusters at sizes smaller
than 13 atoms, Lee and o-workers used both DFT and ab initio alulations and
explained the strutural hange from 2D to 3D at N = 7 in terms of a large energy
gap between 4d and 5s orbitals of Ag whih forbids hybridization [119℄.
Global optimization by using geneti algorithms and Gupta potential have pre-
dited the global minimum strutures of Ag lusters at sizes N = 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 19,
38, 55, and 75 atoms [120℄. The results showed that Ag lusters prefer iosahedral
strutures at all these sizes exept at N = 38 and 75, for whih f trunated ota-
hedral and deahedral strutures, respetively, are the global minima. Zhao et al.
ombined GA with the minimal parameter tight-binding potential to searh the PES
of Ag lusters with up to 21 atoms [27℄. Aording to their results, the iosahedral
growth pattern starts from N = 11. Magi sizes were found at N = 2, 8, 14, 18, and
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20, for whih eletron shell losure is possible.
Two versions of Gupta potential with dierent parameterizations were imple-
mented in the aufbau/abbau global optimization algorithm to determine the stru-
tures of Ag lusters with N ≤ 150 atoms [5℄. In the same study, two versions of EAM
potential were also used with the same optimization algorithm to loate the stable
strutures of sizes 2 to 60. Dierent potentials gave dierent strutures as the global
minimum of a given size, and it was attributed with an interhange in the order of
energeti low-laying strutures (isomers). The lusters growth was haraterized as
deahedral with islands of iosahedral and trunated otahedral. In global optimiza-
tion of AgN lusters with N≤80, Shao et al. employed a random tunneling algorithm
and two dierent, Gupta and Sutton-Chen, potentials [121℄. Lowest-energy stru-
tures determined by the two potentials were dierent, espeially at small sizes (N =
1547). The strutures optimized by Gupta potential were highly strained with a
general tendeny toward disorder motifs, whereas strutures given by Sutton-Chen
had less strain and favored more ordered geometries. Moleular dynamis simula-
tions of Ag lusters were also performed, using many-body potentials of Rosato,
Guillopé, and Legrand (RGL) [122℄. In the growth proess of lusters with less than
100 atoms, iosahedral (Ih) and trunated deahedral motifs were always reovered,
while various strutures ompeted for the lusters at larger sizes of about 150.
4.2 Results and Disussion
In this setion we will report the results of our study on the AgN lusters with N =
2 to 100 atoms. To hek the validity of our approah, rst we ompare the dimer
bond length alulated by using EAM (2.4433 Å) with the experimental value (2.53
Å) and nd them in agreement [123, 124℄. It is also in agreement with the value
given by DFT alulations (2.49 Å) [117℄.
4.2.1 Strutural Properties
Fig. 4.1 presents the geometries of the lowest-energy isomers found for some seleted
sizes of Ag lusters, and table 4.1 lists all the symmetry point groups of the three
low-energy isomers of all onsidered sizes. For N = 6 and 7, our putative global
minima (GM) are the otahedron and pentagonal bipyramid, respetively, and for
N = 12, 13, 14, and 19 the GM are based on variants of the iosahedral struture.
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All these are in agreement with the previous experimental and theoretial studies
[5, 60, 120℄. But some disrepanies are also seen when we ompare our results
for N = 46 with the planar strutures determined by DFT alulations [118℄. The
reason for this ontrast is that the DFT methods onsider all many-body interations
simultaneously, while the model potentials whih all ontain a pair-interation term
have a tendeny toward lose paking.
Our results show that many types of disordered strutures are the global minima
morphologies for lusters of N = 20 to 37 atoms, whih are mainly formed by multi-
interpenetrating 13-atom iosahedra. But at N = 38 we nd the f trunated
otahedron as the lowest-energy ongurations, again in agreement with all other
available studies [5, 120, 107℄. The struture of Ag39 is the apped 5-fold panake
(-p5) whih makes a part of the 55-atom iosahedra (Ih55). This geometry is the
base motif for N = 4054, where extra atoms add to its surfae and then at N =
55 the omplete iosahedra Ih55 forms as the global minimum struture. The Ih55
struture has also been deteted in experiments [60℄.
From size N = 56 to 74, atoms are added to the surfaes of the Ih55, until the
formation of the deahedron at N = 75. Interestingly, the global minimum of Ag
luster with N = 76, 81, 82, 83 atoms are a ut of f rystalline struture, and for
N = 77 the GM has a disorder motif. The strutures of lowest-energy isomers for
N = 78 to 80 are made by the 75-atom deahedron with extra atoms added to the
surfaes. In ontrast, the lowest-energy isomers of N = 8598 have a ompleted Ih55
and extra atoms added to the surfaes with a trend for ompleting the new shell of
atoms. We nd interesting exeptions for N = 96, 99, and 100, for whih we have
loated unompleted deahedra as the global minima.
Although the omparison between the symmetry point groups of neutral and
ionized lusters are not always an aurate test, it is still helpful. Combined ex-
perimental/theoretial studies have indiated the preferenes of the rst and third
lowest-energy isomers of the Ag
+
19 lusters for the iosahedra strutures with Cs and
D5h symmetry point groups [60℄. We also found also the same, but with a reversed
order of point groups (Table 4.1). The iosahedra that we found for neutral Ag55,
has also been measured in experiments for both ationi and anioni lusters of Ag55
[60, 125℄.
We nd that our results for the strutures and symmetries of Ag lusters are very
similar to those determined by Gupta and speially the EAM potentials ombined
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Figure 4.1: Strutures and symmetries of the global minimum strutures of some
seleted AgN lusters with N = 2 to 100 atoms. The strutures are determined by
using the EAM potential and basin-hopping algorithm.
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with the aufbau/abbau algorithm [5℄. The notieable dierenes are as follows. At
N = 23, the symmetries of Ag lusters in our study are D3h, D3h and C2, in order
of the rst to the third lowest-energy isomers. But the ombination of the EAM
and the aufbau/abbau has given this set of symmetries as D3h, C2 and Cs. We nd
the other notieable dierene for the third isomer of Ag38 where, aording to our
results, it is a struture with Cs symmetry but the aufbau/abbau gives a C5h.
As we are going to onsider the nanoalloys of Ag with Cu and Ni in the next
hapters, it may be useful to ompare the symmetries of Ag lusters with those of
the Cu and Ni lusters. We ompare our results with those Cu and Ni lusters whih
were determined with the same version of EAM potential but dierent optimization
algorithms [4, 3℄. Our results show that the strutures of the lowest-energy isomer
of Ag lusters and their symmetries at N = 13, 19, 23, 28, 38, 55 and 75 are
ompletely similar to those of Cu and Ni. The dierenes for these sizes appear for
the seond and third isomers. The seond and third isomers of Ag13 and Ni13 have
all Cs symmetry, whereas for Cu13 they are D5h and Oh, respetively. We nd the
seond notieable dierene for the third isomers of N = 19, where both strutures
of Ag and Ni are with Cs symmetry and that of Cu has C1. At N = 38, again
the seond isomers of Ag and Ni have the same symmetries, i.e., C5v, but the Cu
luster struture has C5. For the third isomers of this size, N = 38, the symmetries
point groups are Cs, C5v and C5 for Ag, Ni and Cu lusters, respetively. Only the
third isomer of 55-atom Ag luster has a dierent symmetry point group whih is
C1, while those of Cu and Ni are both Cs. The lusters of sizes N ≥ 80 show more
idential symmetry point groups only if we onsider the Ag and Ni lusters.
To ompare the similarity of the lusters of these three metals more quantita-
tively, we employ the onept of similarity funtion introdued in Se. 3.4.2. Before
proeeding with this omparison, we should mention that the oordinates of atoms
in the Cu and Ni lusters have been saled with respet to their lattie onstants
in order to ompensate for the dierenes in bond lengths. Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show
the similarity funtions for Ag ompared with Cu and Ni lusters of sizes N = 2
to 100. The strutures of Cu and Ni lusters are taken from Refs. [3℄ and [4℄. The
general behavior and the values of the similarity funtions imply that the shape
of Ag lusters resemble more Cu lusters. The Ag and Cu lusters at small sizes
show higher values of similarity funtions, while for Ag and Ni they are onsiderably
smaller. But for sizes N > 81, the similar strutures are realized more often for the
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Ag and Ni lusters than for Ag and Cu.
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Figure 4.2: The similarity funtion of AgN lusters with N = 2100 atoms ompared
to CuN lusters. The strutures of Cu lusters have also been dened by the EAM
potential whih was implemented in the aufbau/abbau global optimization algorithm
[3℄.
It is known that the types and ranges of the potentials, used in modeling the
interations between atoms in a luster, an aet the determined strutures [126℄.
To investigate this eet in our alulations, we have shown the similarity funtions
of the global minimum strutures of Ag lusters determined by the EAM and Gupta
potentials in Fig. 4.4. The strutures of the latter lusters are taken from Ref. [5℄.
The results show that all lusters determined by the two methods are only similar
at small sizes of N < 15. After this size, although many similar lusters are seen, the
number of struturally dierent lusters inreases onsiderably. This dissimilarity
of the lusters inreases even for larger lusters with N > 80. We should also note
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Figure 4.3: The similarity funtion of AgN lusters with N = 2100 atoms ompared
to NiN lusters. The strutures of Ni lusters have also been determined by the EAM
potential whih was implemented in the aufbau/abbau global optimization algorithm
[4℄.
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that the two sets of the putative global minima were determined by dierent global
optimizations. This an also be a ause of some dissimilarities, espeially at large
sizes where loating the global minima is more hallenging.
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Figure 4.4: The similarity funtion obtained when omparing the global minimum
strutures of AgN determined by the EAM potential implemented in the BH global
optimization algorithm (in this study) and by the Gupta potential implemented in
aufbau/abbau in Ref. [5℄.
4.2.2 Energeti Properties
In this setion we onsider and analyze the energeti properties of Ag lusters. Fig.
4.5 shows the binding energy per atom (Eb = −
EN
N
) for the three lowest-energy
isomers of Ag lusters. At sizes smaller than N = 19, the binding energy of three
isomers is ompletely separated, but as the size inreases the dierenes beome
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negligible. For all three isomers we nd some features at some partiular sizes, e.g.,
N = 13, 19, 55, and 75.
The unsmooth behavior of binding energy per atom suggests that some lusters
may exist whih are more stable than others. We have identied these lusters by
alulating the stability funtions of the putative global minima of Ag lusters using
Eq. 3.5. The results are depited in Fig. 4.6 and the most stable lusters, or the
so-alled magi sizes, are marked with their number of atoms. Aording to Fig. 4.6,
the most pronouned peak is found for Ag75 and further peaks are seen for many
other sizes, i.e., N = 13, 19, 23, 28, 38, 46, 49, 55, 64, 71, 78, 80, and 89. The
stability of lusters with 13, 19, 55, and 75 atoms are in agreement with the small
kink (slightly higher values) whih we found for their binding energies per atom.
We identify the magi sizes of dierent types of strutures whih inlude deahe-
dral (N = 75 and 71), iosahedral (N = 13, 19, 23 and 55) and also f trunated
otahedral (N = 38). Additionally, our results ontrast those of the previous studies
whih did not nd stability peaks for lusters of N = 23 and 28 sizes.
In omparison to the stability funtion of Ni lusters, the Ag lusters with N =
39, 77, 79, and 95, atoms are not magi sizes, while these sizes of Ni lusters have
enhaned stabilities. On the other hand, the magi sizes of AgN with N = 38, 78,
80, and 96 were not identied partiularly stable for Ni lusters [4℄. For Cu lusters,
N = 92 and 95 orrespond to magi lusters, while they are not stable for Ag [3℄.
But the ase is inverse for N = 38, 43, 78, 89, and 96. If we ompare the Ag and Au
lusters, their stability funtions are even far away from eah other and have many
more dierenes [127℄.
The (thermal) stability of Ag lusters an also be examined by alulating the
energy dierenes between the rst and seond lowest-energy isomers. This quantity
is plotted in Fig. 4.7 for all onsidered AgN lusters versus the total number of atoms
(N). The stable lusters are reognized by high peaks and many of them are marked
by their sizes.
In Fig. 4.7 many lusters with high values of the stability funtion (Fig. 4.6) show
to also be thermally stable. But we notie some dierenes. For instane, aording
to Fig. 4.7 the Ag38 luster is not stable anymore, whereas Ag36, Ag39, Ag95 and
Ag97 are now given thermally stable. In omparison with previous results for Ag
lusters modeled by using Gupta potential [5℄, we see many similarities in the results
of the two methods for the energy dierene between the two lowest-laying isomers.
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Figure 4.5: Binding energy per atoms of three lowest-energy isomers of AgN lusters
(with N = 2 to 100) vs the number of atoms.
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Figure 4.6: Stability funtion of AgN lusters with N = 2100 atoms. Clusters of
enhaned stability are singled out with high peaks. The sizes of magi lusters are
denoted on related peaks.
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Figure 4.7: Dierenes between the energies of rst and seond lowest-lying isomers
of Ag lusters vs the total number of atoms (N).
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The interesting dierenes are the enhaned stability of the Ag38, Ag63 and Ag90
lusters optimized by the Gupta potential, whih we do not nd in the results of
EAM. Moreover, Ag28 and Ag36 are determined thermally stable by EAM but not
the Gupta potential. The Ag38 luster, whih is stable aording to the stability
funtion but not the isomers energy dierenes, is shown to have two lowest-lying
isomers with very losed values of total energy. For this size the seond isomer also
has a symmetri struture, i.e., a 5-fold -p539 with one unapped side.
4.2.3 Growth Patterns
An important issue in the study of nanolusters is understanding the way that they
grow in size, and nding if the addition of one atom to the luster with N-1 atoms
an result in the N-atom luster without ausing large strutural hanges. Here we
onsider the growth proess from a stati point of view and neglet the dynami and
kineti eets, although they are very important in experiments.
The strutures of magi lusters provide us with basi information about the
growth pattern. But rst we should explain the two possible iosahedral growth
patterns, beause the majority of strutures whih we have found are iosahedra. In
the rst pattern of iosahedral growth, MIC/Makay, new atoms are added to the top
of the edges and verties of the rst Makay iosahedron Ih13 [128, 129, 126, 130, 131℄.
The addition of more atoms in this way results ultimately in the seond Makay
iosahedron, i.e., Ih55. In the seond growth pattern, TIC/Polyiosahedral or fae-
apping, new surfae atoms sit on top of the atoms at the enter of eah fae (T
sites) [129℄. This growth leads to the a rhombi triontahedron for the 45-atom
luster. The strutures formed in the TIC/Polyiosahedral growth have shorter
average bond lengths and thus higher strain energies. Therefore, they are only
expeted to be favored at small sizes.
Martin et al. developed the umbrella model to explain the above iosahedral shell
lling [132℄. Aording to this model, the magi sizes are realized for N = 19, 24, 28,
32, 36, 39, 43, 46, 49, and 55 if the lusters grow by overing the Ih13 and following
the MIC/Makay pattern. But when the TIC growth dominates, then the expeted
magi sizes are N = 19, 23, 26, 29, 32, and 34.
The set of our magi sizes for the Ag lusters (Figs. 4.7 and 4.6) show that
they grow rst aording to the TIC pattern from N = 13 to N = 26. Then, they
follow the MIC/Polyiosahedral growth whih ends to the formation of the seond
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omplete iosahedron found at N = 55. Here, we nd an exeption for N = 38 whih
has f trunated otahedron struture. For lusters of sizes N = 56 to 71, the set
of magi sizes oinide with those expeted for a TIC growth, i.e., N = 58, 61, 64,
67, and 71 [128℄. At larger sizes (N≥ 71), the stable lusters given by the energy
dierenes of the rst and seond isomers agree with the MIC pattern (N = 71, 83
and 92). These ontinuous hanges between dierent types of iosahedral growth,
and also the strutures that we have reognized, suggest that Ag lusters grow
mainly by forming iosahedral motifs but with islands of deahedral and otahedral
strutures. By islands we mean those few lusters whih have dierent strutures,
i.e., deahedra and otahedra instead of iosahedra.
The ompetition between MIC and TIC patterns, and also between iosahedral,
polyiosahedral, deahedral and even otahedral strutures are tokens of a ompli-
ated growth for the silver lusters. To understand these eets more, we should de-
termine and analyze the minimum oordination number of atoms in the Ag lusters.
The value of minimum oordination number for a given luster indiates whether
the new atom is added to the surfae or inner regions. The low values of the oordi-
nation number, i.e., 3 or 4, are due to the addition of the new atoms to the surfaes
of the lusters, while the higher values, 5 or 6, indiate that atoms are added to the
inner parts. We plot this quantity for the Ag lusters versus their sizes (N) in Fig.
4.8. As illustrated there, the minimum oordination number drops speially after
those sizes whih have symmetri strutures, i.e., at N = 14, 20, 39, 56, and 76.
This shows that for these lusters the growth ontinues by adding the new atoms
to the surfaes of smaller symmetri lusters. It is ompletely in agreement with
the strutures that we found for these lusters. The same behavior is also found for
many other sizes suh as N = 1517, 2022, 24, 40, 41, 72, 76, 80, 81, and 96. High
oordination numbers are given for lusters with N = 2539, 5155, 5861, 6671,
8295, and 98100 atoms. Most of these lusters do not have symmetri strutures.
Not surprisingly, our results for the minimum oordination number of the Ag
lusters are similar to those of the same lusters whih were modeled by the Gupta
potential [5℄. Moreover, the minimum oordination number of Ag lusters more
resembles that of the Ni than Cu lusters, while the latter type takes higher oordi-
nation numbers and shows a growth mainly from the inner parts of strutures [3, 4℄.
Getting an insight into the luster growth is also possible by alulating the
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Figure 4.8: The Minimum oordination number for the GM of Ag lusters vs the
number of atoms (N).
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Figure 4.9: The similarity funtions of Ag lusters with N and N-1 atoms. This
shows the strutural hanges during the growth proedure.
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similarity funtion for the lusters with N and N-1 atoms (see Se. 3.4.2). Fig. 4.9
depits these funtions for the AgN lusters of sizes N = 3 to 100. Irregular growth
and sudden strutural hanges are apparent for many lusters in the low values of
their similarity funtions. This happens more frequently for N < 39 and N > 65.
The reason for the smoother growth in the size range of N = 11 to 22 is that all these
strutures are based on variants of Ih13. We orrelate the drops in the similarity
funtions of 23- and 25-atom lusters to the hanges in the growth pattern from TIC
to MIC. The other sizes for whih lusters grow more smoothly inlude N = 4064
and N = 75. The rst region is dominated by iosahedral strutures and the seond
with deahedral.
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N N.1 N.2 N.3 N N.1 N.2 N.3 N N.1 N.2 N.3
2 D∞h 35 Cs D3 C2v 68 C1 C1 Cs
3 D3h 36 Cs C1 C2 69 C1 C1 C1
4 Td 37 Cs C3v C2 70 Cs C1 C1
5 D3h 38 Oh C5v Cs 71 C2v C5 C5v
6 Oh C2v 39 C5v C5 C4v 72 Cs C1 C1
7 D5h C3v C2 40 Cs Cs C1 73 C2v Cs CS
8 D2d Cs D3d 41 Cs Cs C1 74 C5v C1 Cs
9 C2v D3h C2v 42 Cs C1 C2v 75 D5h Cs Cs
10 C3v C2 C2v 43 Cs Cs C1 76 C1 Cs C1
11 C2v C2 C2 44 C1 C1 Cs 77 Cs C1 C2v
12 C5v D2d C1 45 Cs C1 C1 78 Cs C1 Cs
13 Ih Cs Cs 46 C2v Cs C1 79 Cs C1 C1
14 C3v C2v C1 47 C1 C1 C1 80 Cs C1 Cs
15 C2v D6d C2v 48 Cs Cs C1 81 C1 Cs C1
16 Cs Cs C1 49 C3v Cs Cs 82 C1 Cs Cs
17 C2 Cs Cs 50 Cs Cs Cs 83 Cs C1 C1
18 Cs C5v Cs 51 Cs Cs C1 84 Cs C1 Cs
19 D5h C1 Cs 52 C2v C3v Cs 85 C1 C1 C1
20 C2v Cs D3d 53 C2v D5d C2v 86 Cs C1 C1
21 C1 C2v Cs 54 C5v Ih C2v 87 Cs C1 C2
22 C1 Cs Cs 55 Ih Cs C1 88 Cs C1 C1
23 D3h D3h C2 56 C3v Cs Cs 89 C3v Cs C1
24 C2v Cs D3 57 Cs Cs Cs 90 Cs C1 C1
25 C3 Cs C1 58 C3v Cs C1 91 Cs Cs C1
26 C1 Td C2v 59 C2v C1 C1 92 C3v C1 C1
27 Cs Cs C2 60 Cs Cs Cs 93 C1 C1 C1
28 T C1 C3v 61 C2v C1 C1 94 C1 C1 C1
29 C3 C2v C2 62 C1 C1 C1 95 C1 C1 C1
30 Cs C2v C1 63 C1 C1 Cs 96 C1 C1 Cs
31 C3 C2v Cs 64 Cs C1 C1 97 C1 C1 C1
32 C2v D3 C1 65 C2v C1 Cs 98 Cs C1 C1
33 C2 Cs Cs 66 Cs C1 C1 99 Cs C2v C1
34 Cs Cs Cs 67 C2v Cs Cs 100 C5v C1 Cs
Table 4.1: Symmetry point groups of three lower-energy isomers of AgN lusters.
N.i (i = 1,2 and3) points to the i'th
Chapter 5
CuAg Nanoalloys
5.1 Introdution
Theoretial investigations of the global energy minimum strutures of CuAg nanoal-
loys have mostly been performed by using the Gupta potential or the seond moment
approximation to the tight binding (SMATB) method [2, 39, 133, 134℄. All these
studies have onsidered the lusters with N = 34, 38, 40 [2, 39, 133℄, and in one ase
the N = 98 atoms [134℄. The global optimization method of all these studies was the
geneti algorithms (GA) and the only exeption is the one performed by Bararo et
al. [2℄, in whih the authors used three dierent algorithms, i.e., the basin-hopping
(BH), the energy-landsape paving, and the parallel exitable walkers algorithm, to
determine the strutures of the global total-energy minima. The predited global
minimum strutures in all of these studies were oreshell polyiosahedra. The re-
sults suggested the Cu7Ag27 luster to be the most stable stoihiometry of size N
= 34. This is the only stoihiometry of the size for whih a omplete pentagonal
bipyramid an form by the seven Cu atoms in the ore and a single layer of Ag
atoms overs it as the shell.
Rossi et al. [39℄ and Rapallo et al. [133℄ investigated dierent stoihiometries of
CuAg nanoalloys of size N = 38 and determined Cu8Ag30 as the most stable luster.
On the other hand, Cu9Ag29 has the highest stability for this size, aording to the
results of Núñez and Johnston [134℄. In the studies of Bararo et al. and also
Ferrando et al. [2, 73℄, the global minimum (GM) strutures of CuAg lusters with
N = 40 were found of dierent motifs inluding apped deahedral (-Dh) and 5-
or 6-fold panakes (-p5 or -p6). The enhaned stability of -p5 Cu13Ag27 was
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determined by omparing the exess energies of all lusters of the size.
For N = 98, dierent types of iosahedron strutures, suh as inomplete anti-
Makay, Makay, and poly-iosahedron, have been identied as the GM of the Cu
Ag nanoalloys [134℄, whereas Leary tetrahedra were predited as the GM strutures
of palladium-platinum and platinum-aluminum lusters with the same number of
atoms [135, 136℄.
Baletto et al. performed moleular dynami simulations for deposition of Ag on
a ore made of Cu atoms. They found that at intermediate to high temperatures
(300600 K) the strutures have a perfet oreshell ordering of atoms [137, 138℄.
The authors have also reported that a faeentered ubi ore of Ag an result
in the formation of AgCuAg multishell strutures at dierent temperatures, but
deposition on Ih ores gives only oreshell strutures [139℄.
Lattie gas models have also been used in numerial studies of large CuAg
lusters with some hundreds to thousands of atoms. Segregation isotherms were
determined for ubotahedral and iosahedral latties [140, 141℄. The Monte Carlo
simulations with the same lattie-gas model for the CuAg nanoalloys showed vari-
ous stages of segregation phases for dierent Ag onentrations [142℄.
5.2 Results and Disussion
From the literature review given in Ses. 2.5 and 5.1 we see that omputational
studies of CuAg nanoalloys have only been done for very few seleted sizes. In our
studies we performed an exhaustive searh for the GM strutures of all stoihiome-
tries of CumAgn nanolusters with N = m+n = 2 to 60. This required more than
1800 alulations from whih many took more than 10 days. The results of this
umbersome researh are presented in the following two setions. In some parts of
the analysis we only hoose the more interesting luster sizes from the long listings
of total energies and strutures that have been obtained and disuss them more
preisely. These sizes are N = 34, 38, 39, 55, and 60. The interest in the lusters
with 34, 39, and 55 atoms is due to the symmetri strutures whih have been found
for some stoihiometries of these lusters. We selet 38-atom lusters beause there
are three dierent motifs for the global minima, i.e., pIh, -p539, and trunated
otahedron. The largest size of our study, N = 60, should also be of interest and is
therefore seleted.
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5.2.1 Strutural Properties of CuAg Nanoalloys
Strutural Motifs
Our results for the GM strutures of CuAg lusters ontain dierent types of iosa-
hedral motifs, whih inlude the 13-atom iosahedron (Ih13), the 19-atom double
iosahedron (Ih19), the 34- and 39-atom apped 5-fold panakes (-p534 and -p539,
respetively), the 6-fold panake with 40 atoms, the Ih55, and the pIh strutures.
In Fig. 5.1, we show some putative GM strutures of CumAgn lusters. For N
= 13, the GM of all possible stoihiometries are Ih13, but in many ases they have
been deformed from the perfet shape of an iosahedron due to the dierenes in
the bond lengths (AgAg > CuAg > CuCu). The GM of larger lusters are then
based on this Ih13 struture, where new atoms are plaed on the T sites, i.e., the top
enter of the triangular faes formed by the atoms of the inner shell. This results
in the seond iosahedron for the lusters of size N = 19. After this size, new Ih13
iosahedra form on the sides of a entral Ih19. The GM of lusters with 23 < N <
34 are mainly dierent variants of the pIh, although for many lusters of this size
range we an also identify the formation of a part of the -p534 struture. At N =
34, the putative GM of the lusters with m = 5 to 15 Cu atoms have the -p534
strutures. These strutures also have distortions beause of the dierene in bond
lengths. Various polyiosahedra are the GM of other lusters of this size.
Some larger CuAg lusters (N > 34) are also formed by the addition of new
atoms to the 5-fold panake geometry. These extra atoms redue the symmetry
of the strutures and hange them to the pIh. Interestingly, for 38-atom lusters
the GM strutures have three dierent motifs. First, for Ag- and some Cu-rih
stoihiometries, i.e., m = 1, 2 and m = 31 to 34, they are -p539. But for those
stoihiometries of 38-atom CuAg nanoalloys whih have more Cu atoms, i.e., m =
3537, we nd f trunated otahedron (TO) strutures. The pIh is the struture
of all other stoihiometries of size N = 38. Even for these lusters, a segment of the
5-fold geometry seems to be formed as the global minimum strutures, but the extra
atoms and also the oreshell preferene have aused many strutural hanges whih
result in the polyiosahedra motifs. This is also the ase for the Cu6Ag32 luster,
for whih a more symmetri struture was predited in other studies [39, 133℄.
The GM of many CuAg nanoalloys of size N = 39 have the -p539 struture.
These inlude the Ag-rih (m = 13) or Cu-rih (m = 2438) lusters. The GM of
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Figure 5.1: Strutures of seleted CumAgn nanoalloys with dierent ompositions
(m, n). Dark red and gray spheres represent Cu and Ag atoms, respetively.
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Cu6Ag33 has a ompletely dierent struture, where we nd a -p640 whih is not
apped from one side along the symmetry axis. Although we expeted a preferene
for the -p640 geometry at size N = 40, we nd it in just one ase, i.e., for Cu33Ag7.
The struture of those nanoalloys of this size whih have m = 13 or m = 2839
Cu atoms are the -p539 with one extra atom on the surfae, and the GM of other
ases are all dierent variants of pIh. The -p539 forms the main part of the GM
strutures of many Cu- or Ag-rih lusters with 41 to 50 atoms. For these nanoalloys,
the addition of extra atoms to the panake strutures follows in a way that the Ih55 is
formed for N = 55. Although the strutures of other stoihiometries of this size range
have pIh motifs, in many ases an inomplete part of the -p640 an be identied.
In fat, the formation of a omplete panake is prevented by the tendeny towards
the oreshell ordering of atoms and also the presene of additional atoms.
For the CuAg lusters of sizes N = 51, 52, 53, and 54 we nd the inomplete
Ih55 very often, and speially for stoihiometries whih are rih in one type of the
atoms. The lusters with this type of strutures inlude those with m = 16 and m
= 4250 of size N = 51, m = 19 and m = 3451 of N = 52. For N = 53 and 54 the
number of lusters with this type of struture inreases, where for the rst size they
inlude stoihiometries with m = 18 and m = 3252, and for the latter size they
are m = 18 and m = 2553. We identify all other lusters of these sizes as the pIh
strutures.
Not surprisingly, the GM strutures for many 55-atom nanoalloys are Ih55. For
the Ag-rih lusters we nd the GM of those lusters with m = 19 to be Ih55.
By inreasing the number Cu atoms, the strutural distortion inreases and auses
the pIh strutures to be more favored for the GM of 10 < m < 27. If the number
of Cu atoms inreases more then the Ih55 appears again as the putative GM of
ompositions with m > 27. Many lusters with N = 56 to 60 atoms take the Ih55
as the main part of their GM strutures. These are stoihiometries whih ontain
more Cu or Ag atoms. In the other ases, the putative global minima have dierent
motifs of the pIh.
Bond order Parameter And Radial Distanes
As the next step in analyzing the strutural properties of CuAg nanoalloys, we
should employ the onept of the bond order parameter to investigate the ordering
of atoms more quantitatively. This parameter was introdued in Se. 3.4.2 and here
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we disuss the orresponding results. Fig. 5.2 depits the bond order parameter (σ)
and the number of dierent types of nearest neighbor bonds versus the number of
Cu atoms (m) for CuAg nanoalloys of sizes N = 34, 38, 39, 55, and 60 atoms. The
positive values for σ in all ases are indiations for the segregation of one speies
to the surfae and the formation of oreshell strutures. The CucoreAgshell ordering
is also inferred from the number of dierent types of bonds. Fig. 5.2 shows the
number of AgAg bonds to derease and beomes zero even for the lusters with a
onsiderable number of Ag atoms. This implies that the Ag atoms separate on the
surfae of the Cu ore and do not have a trend for building homoatomi bonds. In
ontrast, the number of CuCu bonds does not vanish, even when the number of Cu
atoms is very small, suggesting that even a small number of Cu atoms loalize to
form a ore. This is also in agreement with the tendeny to maximize the number
of the stronger CuCu bonds. As expeted, Fig. 5.2 shows the maximum number
of CuAg bonds for the lusters with approximately equal numbers of Cu and Ag
atoms.
A omparison between CuAg and NiAg lusters is also useful. As we will see in
Se. 6.2.1 and is also reported in Ref. [143℄, the bond order parameters in the latter
lusters are very similar to those of CuAg shown in Fig. 5.2. It is interesting when
we notie that Cu and Ag atoms have more similar atomi radii, ohesive energies,
and surfae energies than Ni and Ag. But these lose similarities do not take a
mixed ordering for the CuAg nanoalloys and the segregation is still preferred.
The oreshell ordering of atoms should also be obvious in the radial distanes
of the atoms from the enter of the lusters. To hek this, we alulate the radial
distane of eah atom in a luster by using
ri = |~Ri − ~R0|, i = 1, 2, · · · ,N (5.1)
with
~R0 =
1
N
N∑
i=1
~Ri (5.2)
being the enter of the luster of interest. The ratio between the average radial
distanes of the Cu and Ag atoms in a luster indiates the type has segregated
towards the surfae. This ratio, whih is dened as
r(m, n) =
〈rCu〉
〈rAg〉
, (5.3)
55
Figure 5.2: The bond order parameter of CuAg lusters as a funtion of omposition
(number of Cu atoms, m) for the global minima of ve seleted sizes (N = 34, 38,
39, 55, and 60). The insert gures show the number of the three possible types of
bonds vs m. Solid squares and triangles refer to the numbers of CuCu and AgAg
bonds, respetively, whereas open irles are for the number of CuAg bonds.
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has values smaller than 1 when we have a CucoreAgshell ordering, whereas it is larger
than 1 for AgcoreCushell and lose to 1 for the mixed or multishell strutures. We
show this ratio for all CuAg lusters onsidered in our study in Fig. 5.3. Aording
to this gure, the ratio is always smaller than 1 and emphasizes on the CucoreAgshell
ordering of atoms in all of the lusters. Finally, if we ompare the CuAg and NiAg
nanoalloys to eah other (see Se. 6.2.1 and Ref. [143℄), it turns out that the ratios
of average radial distanes are almost idential for both ases.
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Figure 5.3: The ratio of average radial distane of the Cu and Ag atoms in the
CumAgn lusters as a funtion of (m, n) for N = m+n from 2 to 60.
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5.2.2 Energeti Properties of CuAg Nanoalloys
Binding Energy
In this setion, we disuss the energeti properties of the lusters. From the total
energy we an easily determine the binding energy per atom, i.e., Eb = −
E(m,n)
N
.
Here E(m, n) denotes the energy of an N-atom nanoalloy with m A-type (Cu) and n
B-type (Ag) atoms. Eb is shown in Fig. 5.4 as a funtion of (m, n). When we keep
the stoihiometry onstant, i.e., xed values of
m
m+n
, the binding energy per atom
inreases with the size. This is seen by onsidering interseting straight lines, eah
of whih passes through one olor-region of the Eb graph. We also see that lusters
of a given size have larger binding energy per atom when the number of their Cu
atoms, m, is larger.
To onsider the eet of size, Fig. 5.5 depits the binding energy per atom as a
funtion of N and for a xed number of Cu (m) or Ag (n) atoms. In all urves of
the binding energies, loal maxima are seen for some sizes suh as N = 13, 19, 23,
and 55 whih have iosahedra strutures. Eb is almost onstant for lusters with
N > 20 and m = 4, 5, or 6 (Fig. 5.5a). But we do not nd the same behavior for
the lusters with a xed number of Ag atoms (Fig. 5.5b). If we ompare the two
panels of the gure, we nd that the substitution of a single Ag atom with a Cu
atom in a luster auses the binding energy to hange more. The larger values of
Eb for the lusters with more Cu atoms an be explained by the higher number of
CuCu bonds whih are also stronger than both AgAg and CuAg bonds.
Stability Funtion
The rough binding energy per atom of the CuAg lusters implies that there may
exist some lusters whih are partiularly stable. To identify these magi lusters,
we alulate dierent variants of the stability funtions dened by Eqs. 3.6 to 3.10,
and plot the results versus the number of Cu atoms (m). Fig. 5.6 presents
N∆2 for
lusters of sizes N = 34, 38, 39, 55, and 60. All the magi lusters with N = 34
are 5-fold -p534 strutures and inlude those with m = 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, and 22
Cu atoms. The stability of the Cu7Ag27 luster is in agreement with the results of
previous studies [39℄. The most stable luster of the size N = 38 orresponds to
the Cu8Ag30 whih is a pIh. The enhaned stability of this stoihiometry is also in
agreement with other available results [39, 72℄. Although the 38-atom magi lusters
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Figure 5.4: Binding energy per atom of the CumAgn nanolusters vs m and n for N
= m+n from 2 to 60.
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Figure 5.5: Binding energy per atom of the CuAg nanoalloys with (a) xed number
of Cu atoms and (b) xed number of Ag atoms vs the luster size (N).
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are all pIh, there are two exeptions, i.e., Cu1Ag37 and Cu32Ag6, whih have -p539
strutures with one vaant site eah.
Aording to Fig. 5.6, the most stable luster with 39 atoms is the pIh Cu9Ag30.
In fat this struture onsists of a -p534 with ve extra atoms on the surfae. Other
stoihiometries of size N = 39, whih have enhaned stabilities and also symmetri
geometries, are Cu1Ag38, Cu6Ag32, and Cu24Ag13.
Although many of the 55-atom lusters have symmetri strutures, the highest
stability is seen for a oreshell pIh, i.e., Cu12Ag43. The sharp peak for this ompo-
sition is explained by the fat that both GMs of Cu11Ag44 and Cu13Ag42 have Cu
atoms whih are segregated to the surfae. This inreases the ontribution of the
surfae energies and auses these strutures to be less favored. There are also three
other pIh's determined to be partiularly stable, whih inlude those with m = 10,
20, and 24.
The peaks in Fig. 5.6e suggest that the addition of a single atom an ause a
notieable hange in the stability of the Ag-rih nanoalloys with 60 atoms. Most of
the magi lusters for this size have pIh strutures, suh as Cu12Ag48 and Cu17Ag43,
but three stoihiometries with m = 1, 4, and 6 Cu atoms have an Ih55 ore whih is
overed by ve extra atoms on the last shell.
Figs. 5.7 to 5.10 show the stable lusters determined by using other denitions
of the stability funtions for four seleted sizes. Here we will ompare the results of
these dierent denitions. Many of the partiularly stable nanoalloys given by
N∆2
are also among the magi sizes determined by other ∆2 funtions. Both
m∆2 and
mn∆
(2)
2 show that the most stable 34-atom luster is Cu17Ag17. This nanoalloy and
Cu2Ag32 have enhaned stability aording to all forms of the ∆2 funtions.
If we alulate
n∆2 and
m∆2 for the lusters of size N = 38, again the pIh Cu8Ag30
is given as a magi omposition. But the most stable lusters determined by eah
of other denitions of the stability funtion are as following:
n∆2 gives Cu1Ag37 (-
p539),
m∆2 gives Cu8Ag30 (pIh),
mn∆
(1)
2 gives Cu7Ag31 (-p539), and
mn∆
(2)
2 gives
Cu18Ag20. There is just one omposition, i.e., (m, n) = (12, 26), whih is stable
aording to all of the ∆ funtions. These results show that the predited magi
lusters for N = 38 depend sensitively on the way in whih the ∆2 funtions are
dened.
For N = 39, the pIh Cu9Ag30 is the most stable luster aording to
N∆2 and
n∆2, and it is also the only magi omposition suggested by all forms of the stability
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Figure 5.6: Stability funtion aording to
N∆2 (Eq. 3.6) for seleted sizes of CuAg
nanoalloys vs number of Cu atoms (m).
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Figure 5.7: Stability funtion aording to
n∆2 (Eq. 3.7) for four sizes of CuAg
nanoalloys vs number of Cu atoms (m).
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Figure 5.8: Stability funtion aording to
m∆2 (Eq. 3.8) for seleted sizes of CuAg
nanoalloys vs number of Cu atoms (m).
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Figure 5.9: Stability funtion aording to
mn∆
(1)
2 (Eq. 3.9) for four sizes of CuAg
nanoalloys vs number of Cu atoms (m).
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Figure 5.10: Stability funtion aording to
mn∆
(2)
2 (Eq. 3.10) for seleted sizes of
CuAg nanoalloys vs number of Cu atoms (m).
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funtions. Cu14Ag25, Cu10Ag29, and Cu13Ag26 are other stoihiometries determined
as the most stable ones by
m∆2,
mn∆
(1)
2 , and
mn∆
(2)
2 , respetively.
Many lusters of size N = 55 are seen to be energetially favored, as we an
identify their orresponding peaks in Figs. 5.65.10. This shows that these lusters
are stable, independent of the denition of the stability funtion. As examples of
these lusters, we notie those with m = 7, 12, 42, and 47 Cu atoms. Interestingly,
all these lusters have Ih55 strutures with only one exeption whih is the pIh
Cu12Ag43.
Exess Energy
The above stable lusters were all determined in omparison with the lusters of
similar or neighboring sizes. Now we will employ the onept of exess energy (see
Se. 3.4.1) and ompare all lusters of the same size and nd the stable stoihiom-
etry. For this, we have alulated the exess energy (Eexc) of all CuAg nanoalloys
onsidered in our study by using Eq. 3.11. The results for Eexc/N are shown as a
ontour graph in Fig. 5.11 versus the number of Cu (m) and Ag (n) atoms. For
almost all stoihiometries and sizes the exess energy per atom is negative. This
points to the fat that mixing is favored by CuAg lusters. The most negative
values of Eexc/N orrespond to those stoihiometries with m≃615 and n≃1730.
This indiates that the most stable lusters are found in this range of ompositions.
For a more spei and detailed analysis, the exess energies of ve seleted sizes
are shown in Fig. 5.12 versus the number of Cu atoms. From this gure we an
immediately infer that the exess energies, in all ases, have a minimum for Ag-rih
lusters and there is no size dependene for this behavior. Another eet that we see
in Eexc of the seleted lusters is its osillatory behavior for some ompositions. The
only reason whih explains this is the small strutural hanges of the orresponding
lusters.
Fig. 5.12a emphasizes the enhaned stability of -p534 Cu7Ag27 by showing that
it also has the minimum value of the exess energy. Cu10Ag28 as well as Cu9Ag29 are
given stability by Eexc (Fig. 5.12b). These two 38-atom lusters have pIh strutures.
For N = 39, Cu9Ag30 is the only luster whih has the lowest value of the exess
energy and this shows the enhaned stability of this omposition.
Aording to the exess energies, the stable luster of size N = 55 is Cu20Ag35
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Figure 5.11: The exess energy per atom for CumAgn lusters as a funtion of (m,
n) for N = m+n from 2 to 60.
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with a pIh struture. But this is not found of enhaned stability when using the
onept of stability funtions. If we ompare the exess energy of size N = 55 with
those of smaller lusters, then it turns out that for the latter ases just one or two
lusters have very low values of Eexc while for N = 55, a whole range of dierent
ompositions an have low exess energies (Fig. 5.12). The exess energy of lusters
with 60 atoms also has the same behavior. But the lowest value of Eexc for N = 60
is found for Cu22Ag38 whih has a pIh struture with many Cu atoms segregated to
the surfae.
Isomers Energy Dierene
To determine the thermally stable CuAg nanoalloys, we alulate the energy dier-
ene between the rst and seond lowest-lying isomers (∆Eisom = EN.2 − EN.1, Se.
3.4.1). Fig. 5.13 shows this quantity versus the number of Cu atoms (m) for ve
seleted sizes, i.e., N = 34, 38, 39, 55, and 60.
The results onrm the enhaned thermal stability of many stoihiometries of size
N = 34 whih were also among the partiular stable lusters determined by other
measures. Examples are the (7, 27), (13, 21), (16, 18) and (22, 12) lusters with -
p534 strutures. But the ase is dierent for Cu10Ag24 (-p534) and Cu28Ag6 (pIh)
whih are given just as thermally stable lusters. In ontrast, some ompositions of
size N = 34, determined as partiularly stable lusters by other riteria, do not have
thermal stability. The examples are those with m = 5, 9, and 30.
There are many partiularly stable CuAg lusters of size N = 38 that we nd
are also thermally stable. In ontrast, two lusters, Cu9Ag29 and Cu15Ag23, have
thermal stability, while we did not identify them as being partiularly stable by
using other riteria. Some lusters of this size show degenerate rst and seond
isomers. As an example of this kind we notie the Cu4Ag30 luster.
The repetition of some energetially favored stoihiometries in the results of ther-
mal stability measurement is also seen for sizes N = 39, 55 and 60. But for N =
39, we have two magi Cu32Ag7 and Cu35Ag4 lusters whih are not thermally sta-
ble. The same is also seen for Cu15Ag40, Cu32Ag23, and Cu33Ag22 with 55-atoms
whih have very small or almost zero energy gaps between their rst and seond
lowest-lying isomers. This ontrasts with their enhaned stability aording to the
∆2 funtions. We notie that the lowest energy isomers of those stoihiometries of
size 55 with 7, 12, 42, and 47 Cu atoms, whih exhibit high peaks in all∆2 funtions,
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Figure 5.12: The exess energy of the CuAg nanoalloys for some seleted sizes (N
= 34, 38, 39, 55, and 60) vs number of Cu atoms (m).
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Figure 5.13: Energy dierene between the rst and seond stable isomers of seleted
sizes of CuAg nanoalloys vs number of Cu atoms (m).
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have also relatively large energy gaps with their orresponding seond isomers. This
is an indiation of their thermal stability. Aording to Fig. 5.13e, the following
lusters are found thermally stable for N = 60: (m, n) = (13, 47), (24, 36), (26,
34), (34, 26), (37, 23), (39, 21), (42, 18), (45, 15), (49, 11), and (51, 9). These are
all pIh strutures, exept the last three ases whih onsist of an Ih55 motif with
ve extra atoms added to the T sites above the last shell of atoms. Finally, one
should also notie that, in all ases, there are many lusters for whih the rst and
seond isomers are essentially energetially degenerate. This suggests the possibility
of interhanging the energeti orders of these isomers.
Before proeeding, in table 5.1 we summarize the energetially favorable stoi-
hiometries determined by all stability measures for every size of CuAg lusters
onsidered in the urrent study. The diversity of the results for eah size signies
the diulties in determining the stable nanoalloys. Aording to table 5.1, some
of the lusters are frequently identied as being energetially favored. The owing
ases are found stable by at least ve riteria, (m, n) = (3, 2), (1, 11), (6, 23), (12,
39), and (9, 48). We also nd 16 stoihiometries identied as being of enhaned
stability by four measures, i.e., (2, 1), (3, 1), (5, 1), (4, 4), (1, 8), (1, 9), (1, 10), (1,
13), (1, 14), (1, 15), (2, 18), (3, 20), (3, 23), (7, 27), (8, 29), and (10, 44).
Mixing Energy and Coeient
Mixing two dierent types of pure lusters and forming a bimetalli luster should
result in energetial and strutural eets. One way to study these eets is to
determine the mixing oeients (M) and energies (Emix) introdued in Se. 3.4.2.
We have alulated these values for all CuAg nanoalloys onsidered in our study.
The results are shown in Fig. 5.14. The segregation of Ag atoms to the surfae of
lusters is learly reeted in the values of M, where we nd very few stoihiometries
whih have values of M larger than 30%. On the ontrary, for most of the lusters
M is smaller than 12%, and even in Ag- and Cu-rih ompositions it drops to less
than 6%.
As expeted, Emix shows the same pattern as M. Aording to Fig. 5.14, when Ag
or Cu atoms are added to a pure luster, Emix beomes deeply negative. However,
negatively large values of Emix are for Ag-rih lusters, whih indiate the stabilizing
eet of the Cu atoms when added to these stoihiometries. But, a similar eet is
not seen when Ag atoms are added to those Cu-rih lusters. An explanation for
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Figure 5.14: Mixing oeients M (upper part) and mixing energy per atom (lower
part) for CumAgn lusters as a funtion of (m, n) for N = m+n from 2 to 60.
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N
N∆2
n∆2
m∆2
mn∆
(1)
2
mn∆
(2)
2 ∆Eisom Eexc N
N∆2
n∆2
m∆2
mn∆
(1)
2
mn∆
(2)
2 ∆Eisom Eexc
2 (1, 1) 32 (8, 24) (11, 21) (4, 28) (4, 28) (11, 21) (7, 25) (11, 21)
3 (2, 1) (1, 2) (2, 1) (1, 2) (2, 1) (2, 1) 33 (5, 28) (13, 20) (5, 28) (5, 28) (7, 26) (17, 16) (7, 26)
4 (3, 1) (3, 1) (3, 1) (1, 3) (3, 1) (2, 2) 34 (7, 27) (7, 27) (17, 17) (5, 29) (17, 17) (7, 27) (7, 27)
5 (3, 2) (3, 2) (3, 2) (1, 4) (3, 2) (3, 2) 35 (7, 28) (7, 28) (8, 27) (7, 28) (9, 26) (10, 25) (9, 26)
6 (2, 4) (5, 1) (5, 1) (1, 5) (5, 1) (5, 1) (2, 4) 36 (9, 27) (33, 3) (30, 6) (6, 30) (30, 6) (20, 16) (12, 24)
7 (2, 5) (2, 5) (1, 6) (1, 6) (5, 2) (1, 6) (2, 5) 37 (8, 29) (9, 28) (8, 29) (9, 28) (8, 29) (8, 29) (9, 28)
8 (2, 6) (4, 4) (4, 4) (2, 6) (7, 1) (4, 4) (4, 4) 38 (8, 30) (1, 37) (8, 30) (7, 31) (18, 20) (19, 19) (10, 28)
9 (1, 8) (1, 8) (3, 6) (1, 8) (7, 2) (1, 8) (4, 5) 39 (9, 30) (9, 30) (14, 25) (10, 29) (13, 26) (1, 38) (9, 30)
10 (1, 9) (1, 9) (7, 3) (1, 9) (7, 3) (1, 9) (5, 5) 40 (7, 33) (12, 28) (11, 29) (11, 29) (12, 28) (13, 27) (12, 28)
11 (1, 10) (1, 10) (9, 2) (1, 10) (9, 2) (1, 10) (5, 6) 41 (8, 33) (15, 26) (30, 11) (7, 34) (29, 12) (21, 20) (12, 29)
12 (1, 11) (1, 11) (1, 11) (1, 11) (9, 3) (1, 11) (4, 8) 42 (31, 11) (12, 30) (17, 25) (12, 30) (17, 25) (16, 26) (12, 30)
13 (1, 12) (1, 12) (12, 1) (1, 12) (12, 1) (12, 1) (3, 10) 43 (15, 28) (11, 32) (10, 33) (2, 41) (15, 28) (2, 41) (15, 28)
14 (1, 13) (1, 13) (4, 10) (1, 13) (10, 4) (1, 13) (4, 10) 44 (11, 33) (8, 36) (22, 22) (8, 36) (22, 22) (21, 23) (11, 33)
15 (1, 14) (1, 14) (3, 12) (1, 14) (14, 1) (1, 14) (5, 10) 45 (11, 34) (13, 32) (14, 31) (13, 32) (13, 32) (11, 34) (11, 34)
16 (1, 15) (1, 15) (4, 12) (1, 15) (7, 9) (1, 15) (7, 9) 46 (31, 15) (1, 45) (37, 9) (1, 45) (33, 13) (37, 9) (15, 31)
17 (2, 15) (2, 15) (5, 12) (1, 16) (15, 2) (8, 9) (5, 12) 47 (17, 30) (20, 27) (9, 38) (13, 34) (30, 17) (13, 34) (13, 34)
18 (2, 16) (1, 17) (2, 16) (2, 16) (8, 10) (16, 2) (8, 10) 48 (30, 18) (8, 40) (8, 40) (8, 40) (16, 32) (21, 27) (14, 34)
19 (1, 18) (11, 8) (18, 1) (1, 18) (18, 1) (1, 18) (4, 15) 49 (18, 31) (36, 13) (37, 12) (12, 37) (33, 16) (47, 2) (14, 35)
20 (2, 18) (3, 17) (2, 18) (1, 19) (2, 18) (2, 18) (7, 13) 50 (21, 29) (18, 32) (19, 31) (18, 32) (17, 33) (32, 18) (19, 31)
21 (2, 19) (9, 12) (9, 12) (1, 20) (20, 1) (3, 18) (6, 15) 51 (12, 39) (12, 39) (12, 39) (12, 39) (12, 39) (30, 21) (22, 29)
22 (3, 19) (3, 19) (3, 19) (1, 21) (18, 4) (11, 11) (6, 16) 52 (15, 37) (4, 48) (31, 21) (31, 21) (4, 48) (30, 22) (22, 30)
23 (3, 20) (3, 20) (12, 11) (3, 20) (13, 10) (3, 20) (7, 16) 53 (17, 36) (17, 36) (19, 34) (17, 36) (19, 34) (22, 31) (21, 32)
24 (3, 21) (3, 21) (3, 21) (1, 23) (19, 5) (6, 18) (5, 19) 54 (10, 44) (10, 44) (10, 44) (6, 48) (10, 44) (1, 53) (16, 38)
25 (10, 15) (10, 15) (2, 23) (2, 23) (10, 15) (2, 23) (6, 19) 55 (12, 43) (1, 54) (33, 22) (1, 54) (37, 18) (1, 54) (20, 35)
26 (3, 23) (8, 18) (3, 23) (3, 23) (8, 18) (3, 23) (7, 19) 56 (44, 12) (12, 44) (14, 42) (12, 44) (44, 12) (18, 38) (18, 38)
27 (4, 23) (18, 9) (4, 23) (4, 23) (18, 9) (7, 20) (8, 19) 57 (15, 42) (9, 48) (9, 48) (9, 48) (9, 48) (9, 48) (19, 38)
28 (3, 25) (6, 22) (7, 21) (3, 25) (27, 1) (6, 22) (7, 21) 58 (13, 45) (15, 43) (16, 42) (15, 43) (13, 45) (8, 50) (23, 35)
29 (6, 23) (5, 24) (6, 23) (5, 24) (6, 23) (6, 23) (6, 23) 59 (13, 46) (6, 53) (6, 53) (7, 52) (6, 53) (23, 36) (20, 39)
30 (7, 23) (13, 17) (7, 23) (4, 26) (13, 17) (10, 20) (9, 21) 60 (12, 48) (17, 43) (22, 38)
31 (6, 25) (6, 25) (8, 23) (6, 25) (8, 23) (5, 26) (8, 23)
Table 5.1: The most stable ompositions, (m, n), of the CuAg nanoalloys within
the size range of N = 260. These ompositions are dened by all of the proposed
stability riteria, i.e., the stability funtions (Eqs. 3.6 to 3.10), as well as the rst
and seond isomers energy dierene, and the exess energy (Eq. 3.11).
this eet an be found in the dierent strengths of homoatomi and heteroatomi
bonds, where we have CuCu > CuAg > AgAg.
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Chapter 6
NiAg Nanoalloys
Before we proeed, rst we will give a brief review of other available studies of NiAg
lusters in the next setion (Se. 6.1). The results of our exhaustive investigations
are then disussed in the following setion (Se. 6.2).
6.1 Introdution
Many authors have used model potentials for interatomi interations to study rel-
atively large NiAg nanoalloys. For instane, Rossi et al. used the seond-moment
approximation to the tightbinding model (SMATB) and the geneti algorithms
(GA) to determine the low-energy strutures of NimAgn with N = m+n = 34, 38,
and 45 [39℄. The most stable strutures were reoptimized afterwards in DFT al-
ulations. The results showed that, for a given size, the omposition whih has a
perfet oreshell pIh struture is the most stable one. For N = 34, they identied
Ni7Ag27, and for N = 38 the Ni8Ag30 luster, where both have perfet oreshell
pIh strutures, and orrespond to the most stable ompositions. The most stable
omposition size N = 45 was (m, n) = (13, 32), whih had an anti-Makay iosa-
hedron struture. They also studied the melting point of Ag nanoalloys and found
that bimetalli pIh strutures have higher melting points than the pure Ag lusters
of the same size. The global minima of NiAg lusters with 34 atoms have also
been investigated by Ferrando et al., using an empirial potential [73℄. The puta-
tive global minima were subsequently reoptimized by using DFT alulations. The
enhaned stability of Ni7Ag27 with a 5-fold panake geometry was again onrmed.
Rapallo et al. have also studied nanoalloys of size-mismathed metals at sizes N =
75
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34 and 38, by using SMATB and the GA algorithm [133℄. The enhaned stability of
the Ni7Ag27 luster is also approved in their analyses. But for the 38-atomi, they
found three dierent ompositions to be stable, i.e., Ni25Ag13, Ni8Ag30 and Ni6Ag32.
In addition, Ni13Ag32 was the partiularly stable stoihiometry of the size N = 45.
6.2 Results and Disussion
Like CuAg, there are just a few seleted sizes of NiAg lusters whih have been
studied systematially. For a omplete understanding of the properties of NimAgn
lusters, we deided to determine and investigate the orresponding global minimum
strutures over a wide range of sizes, N = m+n = 2 to 60, and of all possible
ombinations of m and n. Again we performed more than 1800 time onsuming
alulations, and analyzed all the GM strutures by using the methods explained
in Se. 3. The result of these analyses are presented in the following setion. In
the analyses, only some of the more interesting luster sizes are seleted for a more
detailed disussion. These are N = 34, 38, 39, 55 and 60.
6.2.1 Strutural Properties of NiAg Nanoalloys
Strutural Motifs
The strutures that we nd for the putative GM of NiAg lusters are almost similar
to those of CuAg, i.e., they inlude mainly oreshell polyiosahedron (pIh), apped
5-fold panakes (-p534) and 55-atom Makay iosahedron (Ih55). We an also see
some dierenes, and the main one is the fat that the symmetri strutures for
NiAg are not realized as often as in the CuAg ase. Strutures of some seleted
NiAg lusters are shown in Fig. 6.1. At small sizes, i.e., N < 13, the GM strutures
are ompletely similar to the CuAg lusters, and the new atoms always plae at the
T sites. At N = 13, all the GM's have Ih13 strutures. For N > 13, we nd dierent
variants of 13-atom iosahedron with extra atoms on the T sites over the surfaes of
lusters. The global minima of all ompositions of size N = 19 belong to the double
iosahedron Ih19 ategory. At sizes N = 19 to 23, the Ih19 beomes the main part of
all geometries for every stoihiometry. The third iosahedron forms at N = 23, for
whih we identify three interpenetrating Ih13's with many shared atoms. Aording
to our results, almost all the GM strutures of lusters with 27 to 33 atoms belong
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to the pIh ategory. The rst (inomplete) -p534 strutures are then found for the
GM of some NiAg lusters with 33 atoms. These are (7, 26), (10, 23), (23, 10),
(24, 9) and (25, 8).
The omplete -p534 is the GM struture for the stoihimetries of NimAgn lusters
with 34 atoms and m = 7 to 24. All these strutures show some deviations from a
perfet 5-fold panake, whih are due to the dierenes in NiNi, NiAg, and Ag
Ag bond-lengths. Nevertheless, many of these -p534 have D5h point group, e.g.,
Ni7Ag27 and Ni23Ag11. There are also two exeptions among these stoihiometries
whih have non-symmetri pIh strutures and inlude the Ni15Ag19 and Ni22Ag12
lusters. In both ases, some Ag atoms form islands over the Ni atoms. Our results
for N = 34 are in agreement with those of Rapallo, who found the 5-fold panake
for a range of NiAg lusters with m = 7-27 Ni atoms [133℄. For 34 < N < 38, all
strutures are polyiosahedra and we do not nd any symmetri geometries.
At N = 38, we nd a symmetri struture for the (4, 34) luster whih has D2h
symmetry and is formed by six Ih13 iosahedra with a perfet oreshell ordering of
atoms. All of the Ih13's share two Ag atoms and four of them have one Ni atom
in their ores. Eah of these Ih13's has ten ommon atoms with their two neigh-
bors. Rapallo has also found this (unapped) 6-fold panake struture for the NiAg
lusters of the range m = 36 [133℄. The strutures of Ni-rih nanoalloys (m = 36
and 37) with 38 atoms are similar to those of pure Ni or Ag lusters, i.e., trunated
otahedron (TO). On the ontrary, other Ni-rih (m = 3235) and also Ag-rih
nanoalloys (m = 1 and 2) have 5-fold panake geometries. In the panake strutures
of ompositions with m = 2731, the displaement of some of the outer-shell atoms
have ompletely hanged the strutures to pIh's. We nd the polyiosahedron ge-
ometries also for the putative global minima of other stoihiometries of the size N
= 38.
The -p539 struture is the GM of just two Ag-rih lusters, i.e, Ni1Ag38 and
Ni2Ag37. But we nd this for many Ni-rih stoihiometries of the size, whih inlude
those with m = 30, and 3236. A 6-fold panake (-p640) with a vaant site is
formed for the Ni26Ag13 and Ni28Ag11 lusters. All other stoihiometries of size N
= 39 have polyiosahedra strutures.
Although for the putative GM of some lusters within the size range of N = 40
to 54, a part of the iosahedron Ih55 is formed in most of the ases but we should
ategorize them as pIh strutures. Examples of these lusters with an inomplete
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Figure 6.1: Strutures of some seleted NiAg nanolusters with seleted omposi-
tions (m, n). Dark red and gray spheres are Ni and Ag atoms, respetively.
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6.1 (Continued)
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Ih55 struture are the (1, 45), (1, 48), (40, 9), (41, 11), (35, 18) and (6, 48) stoi-
hiometries (Fig. 6.1). We nd the 55-atom iosahedron as the GM of Ni-rih (m =
3655) and Ag-rih (m = 09) nanoalloys of size 55. The only exeption is the m
= 7, whih has a pIh motif. Not surprisingly, all the symmetri geometries of Ih55
possess some deformations aused by dierenes in bond lengths. Clusters with a
larger number of Ag atoms are generally more deformed, beause Ag atoms take
all the sites on the surfae and therefore the deformation an not be ompensated
by other bonds around. For lusters of larger sizes, N > 55, whih are also Ni- or
Ag-rih, the GM strutures are formed by 55-atom iosahedron with extra atoms
outside the last shell of the Ih55. Examples inlude Ni45Ag12, Ni1Ag57, Ni1Ag58, and
Ni1Ag59. Other stoihiometries of these sizes take pIh motifs.
At small sizes of Ni-Ag nanoalloys, as previously stated, new atoms always sit
on the T sites of the last shell of a luster. The same way of growth also hap-
pens for the larger sizes. This indiates that the growth of Ni-Ag nanoalloys has a
TIC/Polyiosahedral pattern [129℄.
Bond order Parameter And Radial Distanes
We should employ the bond order parameter (see Se. 3.4.2) to analyze the degree
of mixing or segregation of atoms in the NiAg nanoalloys. Fig. 6.2 shows bond
order parameter versus the number of Ni atoms (m) for all the ompositions of
ve seleted sizes, i.e, N = 34, 38, 39, 55, and 60. The inset of eah gure shows
the orresponding number of NiNi, NiAg, and AgAg bonds versus m. σ takes
only positive values for all of the lusters. This implies that the segregation is the
dominant ordering of the two types of atoms, and the strutures are of the oreshell
type.
The number of NiAg bonds maximizes for the lusters with a omparable number
of Ni and Ag atoms. Obviously, this minimizes the σ parameter. The Ni16Ag18 and
Ni17Ag17 lusters have the lowest value of σ for N = 34. The lowest values of σ for N
= 38, 39, 55, and 60 are found for asymmetri lusters, whih are Ni16Ag22, Ni17Ag22,
Ni23Ag32, and Ni34Ag26, respetively. It turns out that none of these lusters, exept
(17, 22), belong to the group of partiularly stable ones.
Aording to Fig. 6.2, the number of AgAg bonds dereases monotonially by
replaing more Ag atoms with Ni ones. This number vanishes even when there is a
onsiderable number of Ag atoms in the lusters. In ontrast, when there are just
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a few Ni atoms in a luster, the orresponding number of NiNi bonds is not zero.
These suggest that a spatial separation of the Ag and Ni atoms happens in NiAg
nanoalloys, where Ni atoms always tend to stay lose to eah other and form a ore,
while Ag atoms are well-separated.
The ratio of average radial distanes of atoms from the enter of lusters an help
us to identify the type of atoms whih have segregated to the surfaes of lusters.
Fig. 6.3 depits this ratio for the average radial distanes of Ni and Ag atoms in
all NiAg nanoalloys onsidered in the urrent study. The values of the ratio are
almost always less than one and suggest that Ag atoms segregate to the outer sites
of lusters, while Ni atoms plae in the inner parts. These indiate the oreshell
ordering of atoms in NiAg nanoalloy strutures, although the segregation may not
be omplete.
6.2.2 Energeti Properties of NiAg Nanoalloys
Binding Energy
To analyze the energeti properties of NiAg nanoalloys, rst we disuss the binding
energies per atom, i.e., Eb = −
E(m,n)
N
. Eb is shown in Fig. 6.4 as a funtion of (m,
n). When keeping the stoihiometry (i.e.,
m
m+n
) xed, Eb inreases. This an be seen
by following straight lines that pass through (0, 0) in Fig. 6.4, and it implies that
larger lusters are more stable than the sum of two noninterating fragments with
the same stoihiometry. Fig. 6.4 also shows that lusters of a given size (i.e., N =
m+n) generally have a larger binding energy, the larger the number, m, of Ni atoms
is.
There are, however, interesting size-dependent details that are not visible in Fig.
6.4. Thus, in Fig. 6.5 we show Eb as a funtion of N with either m or n xed. In
both ases, the binding energies have loal maxima for N = 13, 19, and 55. For these
values the strutures form omplete iosahedra that have maximal lose paking.
The bond order parameter shows that the number of NiNi bonds for lusters
with the same value of m stays almost onstant, independent of the luster size.
This was interpreted as the formation of a Ni ore and a shell of Ag atoms whih
overs it. Therefore [f. Fig. 6.5a℄, the larger Eb for lusters with the larger value
of Ni atoms an be related to the higher number of NiNi bonds whih are stronger
than AgAg or NiAg bonds. This fat an also be reognized in Fig. 6.5b, where
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Figure 6.2: The bond order parameter as a funtion of m (number of Ni atoms) for
the global minima of ve seleted sizes (N = 34, 38, 39, 55, and 60) of NiAg lusters.
The insets show the number of the three possible types of bonds vs m. Solid squares
and triangles refer to the numbers of NiNi and AgAg bonds, respetively, whereas
open irles are for the number of NiAg bonds.
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Figure 6.5: Binding Energy per atom of Ni-Ag lusters for some sele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omposi-
tions vs total number of atoms (N).
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the higher-lying urves belong to the strutures with more Ni atoms.
In Fig. 6.5a we also see that for a xed, but inreasing, number of Ni atoms, m,
Eb as a funtion of N hanges overall behavior: for small m (i.e., 1 ≤ m ≤ 3), Eb
inreases as a funtion of N, but for larger m (m > 3), it dereases. Furthermore,
Eb is almost onstant for lusters with N > 10 and m = 3 or 4. Suh nonstandard
behavior of the Eb plots for large m is explainable: For smaller N the average binding
energy is determined mostly by the stronger NiNi bonds, whereas for larger N the
binding energy per atom, i.e., Eb, dereases beause of the appearane of the weaker
NiAg and AgAg bonds.
Stability Funtion
The unsmoothly varying binding energy suggests that partiularly stable NiAg
lusters exist. We analyze the GM strutures of NiAg nanoalloys, by using the
stability funtions (Eqs. 3.6-3.10), to identify these stoihiometries. First, we notie
that, with one exeption, all of the ∆2 funtions determine the Ni1Ag12 and Ni2Ag17
lusters as the most stable stoihiometries of sizes N = 13 and 19, respetively. The
exeption for N = 13 is Ni12Ag1, given as the most stable luster by
m∆2 and
mn∆
(2)
2 .
For N = 19, the exeption is the result of
mn∆
(2)
2 whih indiates the Ni18Ag1 luster.
The stability funtion determined by Eq. 3.6 is shown in Fig. 6.6 for ve sizes
of N = 34, 38, 39, 55, and 60 versus the number of Ni atoms (m). In this gure
we nd the -p534 Ni7Ag27 luster to be the most stable omposition for N = 34.
Other notieable magi lusters of this size are also -p534 whih inlude Ni23Ag11
and Ni21Ag13. All three of these panake strutures have D5h point group. The
enhaned stability of these strutures is in agreement with other available studies
[39, 72, 73, 133℄. The Ni4Ag34 luster with the symmetri struture desribed before
proves to be the most stable omposition of size N = 38. Other magi ompositions
with 38 atoms, aording to Fig. 6.6b, have disordered pIh strutures and inlude
those with m = 8, 13, 19, 24, and 31. The exeption is for m = 34 whih is a -p539
with one vaant site.
The
N∆2 funtion determines the -p640 Ni28Ag11 to be the most stable luster
of size N = 39 (Fig. 6.6). The next luster with an enhaned stability is (4, 35) with
a struture similar to that of the (4, 34) but with one extra Ag atom plaed along
the symmetry axis. The other notieable stable lusters with 39-atoms inlude pIh
(4, 35), -p640 (26, 11), -p539 (32, 7).
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Figure 6.6: Stability funtion
N∆2 for seleted sizes of NiAg nanoalloys vs number
of Ni atoms (m).
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For N = 55,
N∆2 determines the pIh Ni24Ag31 to be the most stable luster of the
size. Aording to Fig. 6.6d, other lusters with 55 atoms and of enhaned stabilities
have the following ompositions: (5, 55), (11, 44), (13, 42), (16, 39), (27, 28), (41,
14), and (44, 11). There is only one other available study for NiAg nanoalloys of
the size N = 55, in whih the authors found Ni19Ag36 as the most stable luster [86℄.
The most stable luster for N = 60 is the GM of Ni1Ag59 with a struture onsisting
of an Ih55 with one Ni atom at the enter and ve extra Ag atoms on the surfae
of the iosahedron (Fig. 6.1). This geometry has Cs point group. The following
lusters are other more stable lusters of size N = 60 aording to
N∆2: Ni3Ag57,
Ni20Ag40, and Ni39Ag21.
If we ompare the results of stability analyses of CuAg lusters performed by
using
N∆2 with those disussed above, then we nd signiant dierenes. Although
for N = 60, the partiularly stable CuAg lusters are mainly with small values of
m, for NiAg they have many dierent values of m over the whole range of 0 <
m < 60. The number of dierent partiularly stable lusters with 34 atoms is also
signiantly higher for CuAg than for NiAg. In a general trend, |N∆2| has larger
values for NiAg than for CuAg nanoalloys. This indiates that the larger similarity
in the properties of Cu and Ag ompared with Ni and Ag an redue the values of
stability funtion. All these suggest that more dierent stable stoihiometries may
be produed for CuAg than for NiAg.
Obviously we an not alulate the stability funtions dened by Eqs. 3.73.10
for the lusters with 60 atoms. Therefore, in Figs. 6.76.10, we show the values of
these funtions for the sizes N = 34, 38, 39, and 55. The most stable lusters of
size the N = 34 determined by
m∆2 and
mn∆
(1)
2 are two dierent stoihiometries,
i.e., Ni6Ag28 and Ni10Ag24, respetively (Figs. 6.8 and 6.9). The only ompositions
made stable by all of the stability funtions are (21, 13), (23, 11), and (27, 7).
Also for N = 38, just three ompositions have been determined to be magi
lusters by all denitions of the stability funtions. These are Ni1Ag37, Ni24Ag14,
and Ni34Ag4. The
n∆2 and
mn∆
(1)
2 funtions determine the luster with (8, 30) to
be the most stable one, while
mn∆
(2)
2 points to the (17, 21) luster. Besides this
luster we nd Ni18Ag20 and Ni19Ag19, whih have very lose values of the stability
funtions. The luster with (19, 19) is also stable aording to the
m∆2 funtion.
At N = 39, the results of the
m∆2 funtion dened by Eq. 3.8 are very dierent
from those of other denitions. All of the stability funtions, exept
m∆2, give the
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Figure 6.7: Stability funtion
n∆2 for seleted sizes of NiAg nanoalloys vs number
of Ni atoms (m).
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Figure 6.8: Stability fun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m∆2 for seleted sizes of NiAg nanoalloys vs number
of Ni atoms (m).
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lusters with (4, 35), (26, 13), and (28, 11) as the magi ompositions. The pIh
Ni14Ag35 has enhaned stability aording to
N∆2,
n∆2, and
mn∆
(2)
2 . The two latter
funtions also propose the Ni17Ag22 to be a magi luster.
The dierenes in the results of ∆2 funtions are even more pronouned for N =
55. For this size, various ompositions are suggested as stable lusters by dierent
stability funtions (Figs. 6.66.10). Even in this ase we an nd some lusters
whih have peaks of stability for many denitions of ∆2 funtion. In the results of
all denitions we notie the stability peaks for the lusters with (24, 31), (41, 14)
and (47, 8). This is also the ase for (13, 42) and (16, 39), if we exlude the
mn∆
(2)
2
funtion.
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Figure 6.9: Stability fun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ted sizes of NiAg nanoalloys vs number
of Ni atoms (m).
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Figure 6.10: Stability funtion
mn∆(2)2 for seleted sizes of NiAg nanoalloys vs
number of Ni atoms (m).
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The omparison of the above results, for NiAg, with the previous results on
CuAg lusters shows that for both systems the similarities are mainly between
the results of the dierent stability funtions for a system, rather than between the
two dierent systems. Therefore, a dierene between two types of nanoalloys an
be identied by the stability funtion, although it is not found in the bond order
parameters.
Exess Energy
We should also determine stable Ni-Ag lusters in omparison to all stoihiometries
for a given size. For this we use the onept of the exess energy Eexc introdued
in Se. 3.4.1. Eexc an also indiate whether the mixing is the preferred ordering
of atoms in a given nanoalloy. First, we show in Fig. 6.11 the exess energies per
atom for all NiAg lusters onsidered in our study. The negative values of Eexc/N
for almost all sizes suggests that a degree of mixing is almost always preferred by
Ni-Ag lusters. Here, we also nd a ertain range of ompositions, i.e., m≃10 and
n≃22, where the exess energies per atom are very negative and show that the
lusters with these ompositions are partiularly stable in omparison to all other
onsidered NiAg lusters.
For a detailed analysis, Fig. 6.12 depits the exess energies of ve seleted sizes
of NiAg nanoalloys versus the number of Ni atoms (m). These sizes inlude N =
34, 38, 39, 55, and 60. In all ases, Eexc dereases monotonially from zero, for a
pure luster, and after a minimum value again inreases almost monotonially to
zero. In spite of these monotoni hanges, we nd that sudden strutural hanges
ause small deviations in the values of Eexc for some spei lusters, and speially
for larger sizes like N = 55 and 60 (Fig. 6.12).
The minimum value of the exess energy for N = 34 orresponds to Ni10Ag24,
while Ni9Ag25 and Ni7Ag27 also have very lose values (Fig. 6.12a). The stability of
these lusters was also given by the stability funtions (Figs. 6.66.10). Although
these three lusters have 5-fold panake strutures, the deformations have redued
the symmetries of the (9, 25) and (10, 24) lusters to C2, while the luster with (7,
27) has D5h point group. The NiAg lusters with (21, 13) and (23, 11) ompositions
have vefold panake geometries. This is also the ase for (22, 12), but for this luster
two Ag atoms have left their sites and are plaed outside Ni atoms. Therefore, we
should orrelate the sudden hange of Eexc for (22, 12) to this strutural hange.
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The Ni10Ag28 luster possesses the minimum value of the exess energy for N =
38. Next to it, we nd Ni9Ag29 whih was predited to be a stable omposition by
the
mn∆
(2)
2 funtion (Figs. 6.10 and 6.12b). These two lusters have pIh motifs made
by a broken vefold panake struture in whih some Ag atoms are displaed to the
surfae of the struture to over more Ni atoms. In the exess energies of lusters
of sizes N = 34 and 38, we see a plateau for m = 714 and 813, respetively (Fig.
6.12). In the rst ase, i.e., N = 34 and m = 714, all strutures are 5-fold panakes,
and in the seond one they are all polyiosahedra formed by a (partially) deformed
5-fold panake with extra atoms attahed to it.
For N = 39, Eexc of the NiAg luster with (14, 25) omposition is the minimum.
This is in agreement with the results of the stability funtions where three denitions
have determined this omposition to be a magi luster. The frequent deviations
in the exess energies of lusters with N = 39 and m > 25 are the results of the
interplay between dierent strutural motifs, i.e., mainly the pIh's and also apped
panakes.
Aording to Fig. 6.12d, the Eexc of lusters with N = 55 atoms has a minimum
for Ni18Ag37 whih is just 0.011 eV higher than Ni16Ag39. Both of these lusters have
Ih55 geometries. We notie that the exess energies of all lusters of this size whih
onsist of m = 15 to 25 Ni atoms are very low. But they also osillate frequently while
they are all (dierent forms of) polyiosahedral motifs. To explain the pronouned
hange in the exess energy of Ni23Ag32 whih is a disordered pIh, we have to look
at the strutures of the Ni22Ag33 and Ni24Ag31 lusters. Eah struture has a 5-fold
panake ore in whih the atoms from the aps have left their sites to form an Ih13,
together with the atoms of the last shell. Fig. 6.12e shows that Eexc of the Ni20Ag40
luster beomes the minimum value for the size N = 60. This luster has a trunated
Ih55 with ve extra atoms on the surfae.
Generally, the exess energy is lowest for the Ag-rih ompositions of NiAg
lusters. The same behavior was also found for CuAg. This is espeially notieable
for the lusters of smaller sizes like N = 34, 38, and 39. In spite of this ommon
trend in both types of nanoalloys, we notie that the smooth hange of Eexc of Cu
Ag lusters over a wide range of m for N = 55 and 60 is not seen for NiAg lusters.
It an be onsidered an eet of the loser similarity between Cu and Ag rather than
Ni and Ag.
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Isomers Energy Dierene
We have also investigated the thermal stability of Ni-Ag lusters by alulating the
energy dierenes of the rst and seond lowest-lying isomers (see Se. 3.4.1). The
results are shown in Fig. 6.13 for all stoihiometries of ve seleted sizes, i.e., N = 34,
38, 39, 55, and 60. Aording to Figs. 6.13a and 6.13b, many of the magi lusters of
sizes 34 and 38 also have large energy gaps with respet to their seond isomers and
are therefore thermally stable. Despite this similarity in the results, there are also
some dierenes. A notieable dierene is the stability of the Ni28Ag6 and Ni25Ag13
lusters, whih was not given by the stability funtions. The lowest energy isomer
of the rst lusters is a fragment of a 6-fold panake, and that of the next(seond)
isomer is an non-symmetri pIh. Both lowest-lying isomers of the Ni25Ag13 luster
are two dierent polyiosahedra. We nd other dierenes for those lusters of sizes
34 and 38 whih are stable aording to the stability funtions but they are not
thermally stable lusters. For instane, the rst and seond isomers of the luster
with (6, 28) omposition have almost the same energies, while both
m∆2 and
mn∆
(1)
2
determined the rst isomer as a magi luster. The eet of the surfae energies
beomes lear when we look at the strutures of these two isomers. The seond
isomer has a 5-fold panake geometry, whereas the rst one is a nonsymmetri pIh
with a perfet ore-shell struture.
The rst isomers of many magi NiAg lusters with 38 atoms (Figs. 6.66.10)
are not stable aording to their small energy gaps with the orresponding following
isomers (Fig. 6.13). These inlude the (9, 29), (12, 26), (18, 20), (24, 14), and
(26, 12) lusters. We nd both isomers of all these lusters, exept (24, 14), to be
homotops. For the (24, 14) luster, the strutures of the two isomers are ompletely
dierent.
Our results for the lusters with 39 atoms show that many lusters, often dened
as stable by the stability funtions, also have enhaned thermal stabilities. Examples
are lusters with m = 4, 8, 17, 26, and 28. Both isomers of the rst three lusters
have dierent pIh strutures. For the (26, 13) luster, the rst isomer is a apped
6-fold 40-atom panake with some vaant sites and the seond one is a pIh. For
Ni28Ag11 both isomers are -p640, but the vaant site has a dierent plae in eah
ase. Additionally, we nd the (31, 8) luster stable, whereas it does not have peak
for any denitions of the ∆2 funtions (Fig. 6.13). The lowest-lying isomers of this
luster both have disordered polyiosahedra motifs.
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For N = 55, the stable lusters determined by the stability funtions and also the
isomers energy dierenes are (7, 48), (13, 42), (16, 39), (24, 31), (45, 10), and (54,
1). However, we an also see the following dierenes between the results of these
stability measures. First we nd that the isomers energy dierenes of Ni35Ag20
and Ni42Ag13 point to the stability of these two lusters, whereas they do not have
peaks in the stability funtion graphs (Fig. 6.13d). The rst and seond isomers of
Ni35Ag20 have dierent pIh strutures, and those of Ni42Ag13 are Ih55 motifs. But in
the seond isomer of the latter luster an Ag atom from a vertex site is displaed to
a T site over the last iosahedron shell. There are also some 55-atom NiAg lusters,
suh as those with m = 3, 20, 33, and 52, whih have enhaned stabilities aording
to Figs. 6.66.10, but are not thermally stable.
We an ompare the thermal stability of size N = 60 just to the results of
N∆2.
Considering the ommon stable lusters found for other sizes by the stability fun-
tions and also the isomers energy dierenes, the latter measure an help here to
predit other possible stable lusters of this size. Among these types of lusters
with high peaks in Fig. 6.13d, the luster with (36, 24) shows to be very stable. The
struture of both its rst and seond isomers are pIh's onsisting of an Ih55 with
high degrees of deformations. Other stable lusters of this size inlude those with
m = 4, 16, 21, 27, 47, and 52 Ni atoms.
To summerize the results of stability analyses of the NiAg nanoalloys, table 6.1
lists all of the most stable lusters determined by dierent stability riteria, i.e.,
the stability funtions (Eqs. 3.63.10), the isomers energy dierenes, and also the
exess energy (Eq. 3.11).
Aording to table 6.1, dierent riteria often give similar, but not idential,
results, although in many ases quite dierent results our. However, we should
onsider that the table lists only the most stable lusters. Thus, even a small
hange in the relative stability is one soure for the dierenes in the table. In spite
of this, we nd in the table that both Ni2Ag5, and Ni14Ag33 lusters meet six of the
stability riteria, while Ni5Ag1, Ni2Ag17 and Ni17Ag24, are stable in aord with ve
out of seven stability measures. There are seventeen NiAg lusters, i.e., Ni2Ag6,
Ni1Ag8, Ni1Ag9, Ni1Ag11, Ni1Ag12, Ni1Ag13, Ni1Ag14, Ni1Ag15, Ni9Ag13, Ni3Ag20,
Ni4Ag23, Ni5Ag24, Ni16Ag24, Ni11Ag31, Ni15Ag29, Ni35Ag18 and Ni45Ag12, that math
four stability onditions. And nally, the fteen lusters whih satisfy at least
three stability riteria are Ni1Ag10, Ni12Ag1, Ni5Ag15, Ni17Ag11, Ni14Ag16, Ni6Ag26,
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N
N∆2
n∆2
m∆2
mn∆
(1)
2
mn∆
(2)
2 EN.2-EN.1 Eexc N
N∆2
n∆2
m∆2
mn∆
(1)
2
mn∆
(2)
2 EN.2-EN.1 Eexc
2 (1, 1) 32 (12, 20) (6, 26) (24, 8) (6, 26) (30, 2) (6, 26) (7, 25)
3 (1, 2) (2, 1) (2, 1) (2, 1) (2, 1) (1, 2) 33 (6, 27) (24, 9) (25, 8) (4, 29) (23, 10) (7, 26) (10, 23)
4 (1, 3) (3, 1) (3, 1) (1, 3) (3, 1) (2, 2) 34 (7, 27) (9, 25) (10, 24) (6, 28) (9, 25) (23, 11) (10, 24)
5 (3, 2) (3, 2) (3, 2) (3, 2) (3, 2) (3, 2) 35 (7, 28) (7, 28) (8, 27) (7, 28) (9, 26) (33, 2) (9, 26)
6 (3, 3) (5, 1) (5, 1) (5, 1) (5, 1) (5, 1) (3, 3) 36 (9, 27) (11, 25) (6, 30) (5, 31) (21, 15) (9, 27) (12, 24)
7 (2, 5) (2, 5) (2, 5) (2, 5) (2, 5) (1, 6) (2, 5) 37 (13, 24) (11, 26) (10, 27) (2, 35) (10, 27) (9, 28) (10, 27)
8 (2, 6) (2, 6) (4, 4) (2, 6) (6, 2) (2, 6) (4, 4) 38 (4, 34) (8, 30) (19, 19) (8, 30) (17, 21) (4, 34) (10, 28)
9 (1, 8) (1, 8) (5, 4) (1, 8) (5, 4) (1, 8) (4, 5) 39 (28, 11) (17, 22) (28, 11) (4, 35) (17, 22) (26, 13) (14, 25)
10 (1, 9) (1, 9) (6, 4) (1, 9) (8, 2) (1, 9) (4, 6) 40 (16, 24) (11, 29) (16, 24) (16, 24) (31, 9) (39, 1) (16, 24)
11 (1, 10) (1, 10) (8, 3) (1, 10) (7, 4) (8, 3) (4, 7) 41 (17, 24) (11, 30) (17, 24) (17, 24) (11, 30) (17, 24) (17, 24)
12 (1, 11) (1, 11) (7, 5) (1, 11) (7, 5) (1, 11) (4, 8) 42 (11, 31) (14, 28) (11, 31) (11, 31) (14, 28) (14, 28) (11, 31)
13 (1, 12) (1, 12) (12, 1) (1, 12) (12, 1) (12, 1) (1, 12) 43 (16, 27) (13, 30) (21, 22) (13, 30) (20, 23) (40, 3) (13, 30)
14 (1, 13) (1, 13) (5, 9) (1, 13) (13, 1) (1, 13) (5, 9) 44 (15, 29) (12, 32) (15, 29) (12, 32) (15, 29) (11, 33) (15, 29)
15 (1, 14) (1, 14) (4, 11) (1, 14) (14, 1) (1, 14) (4, 11) 45 (30, 15) (15, 30) (14, 31) (15, 30) (14, 31) (30, 15) (15, 30)
16 (1, 15) (1, 15) (8, 8) (1, 15) (14, 2) (1, 15) (6, 10) 46 (11, 35) (1, 45) (1, 45) (1, 45) (21, 25) (11, 35) (17, 29)
17 (2, 15) (2, 15) (4, 13) (1, 16) (16, 1) (4, 13) (5, 12) 47 (14, 33) (14, 33) (14, 33) (14, 33) (14, 33) (19, 28) (14, 33)
18 (2, 16) (2, 16) (5, 13) (1, 17) (9, 9) (1, 17) (6, 12) 48 (17, 31) (17, 31) (20, 28) (10, 38) (20, 28) (44, 4) (17, 31)
19 (2, 17) (2, 17) (2, 17) (2, 17) (18, 1) (2, 17) (4, 15) 49 (1, 48) (40, 9) (26, 23) (8, 41) (1, 48) (41, 8) (16, 33)
20 (2, 18) (2, 18) (5, 15) (1, 19) (9, 11) (5, 15) (5, 15) 50 (7, 43) (30, 20) (31, 19) (30, 20) (31, 19) (32, 18) (20, 30)
21 (2, 19) (5, 16) (11, 10) (1, 20) (11, 10) (2, 19) (8, 13) 51 (29, 22) (29, 22) (12, 39) (12, 39) (23, 28) (11, 40) (16, 35)
22 (3, 19) (3, 19) (9, 13) (1, 21) (9, 13) (9, 13) (9, 13) 52 (23, 29) (15, 37) (41, 11) (11, 41) (40, 12) (32, 20) (18, 34)
23 (3, 20) (3, 20) (10, 13) (3, 20) (22, 1) (3, 20) (7, 16) 53 (12, 41) (35, 18) (35, 18) (35, 18) (35, 18) (44, 9) (18, 35)
24 (3, 21) (7, 17) (18, 6) (1, 23) (23, 1) (3, 21) (7, 17) 54 (17, 37) (22, 32) (6, 48) (6, 48) (22, 32) (45, 9) (22, 32)
25 (4, 21) (3, 22) (10, 15) (2, 23) (15, 10) (4, 21) (10, 15) 55 (24, 31) (45, 10) (44, 11) (16, 39) (44, 11) (54, 1) (18, 37)
26 (5, 21) (24, 2) (17, 9) (2, 24) (24, 2) (6, 20) (7, 19) 56 (17, 39) (15, 41) (17, 39) (14, 42) (15, 41) (18, 38) (17, 39)
27 (4, 23) (5, 22) (4, 23) (4, 23) (23, 4) (4, 23) (7, 20) 57 (15, 42) (45, 12) (45, 12) (45, 12) (45, 12) (46, 11) (18, 39)
28 (5, 23) (17, 11) (13, 15) (1, 27) (17, 11) (17, 11) (8, 20) 58 (1, 57) (17, 41) (16, 42) (20, 38) (16, 42) (1, 57) (20, 38)
29 (5, 24) (5, 24) (22, 7) (5, 24) (16, 13) (5, 24) (8, 21) 59 (21, 38) (1, 58) (44, 15) (1, 58) (51, 8) (24, 35) (21, 38)
30 (10, 20) (14, 16) (14, 16) (3, 27) (14, 16) (12, 18) (10, 20) 60 (1, 59) (36, 24) (20, 40)
31 (6, 25) (12, 19) (13, 18) (3, 28) (22, 9) (27, 4) (10, 21)
Table 6.1: The most stable ompositions, (m, n), for NiAg nanoalloys within the
size range of N = 2 to 60. These ompositions are dened by all of the proposed
stability riteria, i.e., the stability funtions (Eqs. 3.63.10) as well as the rst and
seond isomers energy dierene, and the exess energy (Eq. 3.11).
Ni7Ag28, Ni10Ag27, Ni14Ag28, Ni13Ag30, Ni15Ag30, Ni1Ag45, Ni17Ag31, Ni22Ag32 and
Ni17Ag39.
Mixing Energy and Coeient
We should also alulate the mixing oeients and mixing energies of NiAg nanoal-
loys to study the strutural ordering of atoms and the eets of mixing on the
strutural energies.
Fig. 6.14 depits the mixing oeient M and the mixing energy Emix per atom
for all NimAgn lusters with every possible ombination of m and n for N = m+n
from 2 to 60. We nd that M inreases positively and Emix inreases negatively as
more Ni atoms are substituted for Ag atoms. An interpretation for this eet is
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the stabilizing eet of Ni atoms when they are introdued to the Ag-rih lusters,
while the opposite ase an not be onluded here, i.e., Ni-rih lusters do not beome
stabilized by substituting Ni with Ag atoms. This an be explained by the stronger
NiNi and weaker AgAg bonds, when we ompare them with the AgNi bonds.
The large and negative values of Emix are also the result of preferene for some
degrees of mixing in the NiAg lusters. In omparison, the mixing oeients and
energies of NiAg and CuAg lusters have totally dierent behaviors with respet
to the hanges in the stoihiometries, although the orresponding strutures are very
similar. Additionally, the values of M and Emix/N for NiAg lusters are muh larger
(f. Figs. 5.14 and 5.14). Therefore, these quantities are not helpful in the strutural
analyses and omparison of two dierent nanoalloys, and they just give information
on the orresponding energeti properties. The large dierenes between the mixing
oeients and energies of NiAg and CuAg lusters are in agreement with the
fat that Ag atoms are more similar to Cu atoms in energeti properties rather than
to Ni.
Comparison of CuAg and NiAg Nanoalloys
In many parts of the above disussions, we have ompared the properties of the Cu
Ag and NiAg lusters. But we should also ompare both strutural and energetial
properties of these lusters more quantitatively.
For a strutural omparison, we employ the similarity funtion (Eq. 3.14) and
alulate it for eah pair of CumAgn and NimAgn lusters with the same values of
m and n. Fig. 6.15 shows the results versus m and n for all lusters onsidered in
our studies. The similarity funtion of CuAg and NiAg lusters is mainly more
than 80%, and only in a few ases drops between 70% and 80%. These high values
of similarity funtion are in agreement with the strutural motifs that we found for
these lusters. Aording to Fig. 6.15 the low values belong to the stoihiometries
with a omparable number of Ag and Ni/Cu atoms. For these types of lusters,
the global minimum strutures have mainly disordered pIh strutures for whih the
determination of the similarities is sometimes not trivial, and requires more preise
mathematial tools.
For a quantitative omparison of a given property of Cu-Ag and Ni-Ag nanoalloys
suh as Z, we onsider its average values for both systems and alulate the following
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Figure 6.14: The mixing oeient (upper panel) and mixing energy (lower panel)
for NiAg lusters vs number of Ni (m) and Ag (n) atoms for N = m+n from 2 to
60.
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Figure 6.15: Similarity funtion between the NimAgn and CumAgn lusters as a
funtion of (m, n) for N = m+n from 2 to 60. Clusters with the same values of (m,
n) are ompared to eah other.
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Figure 6.16: The omparison quantity, D(m, n), for (upper panel) the ratio of the
average radial distanes (Eq. 5.3), and (lower panel) the exess energy per atom
(Eq. 3.11) of CumAgn and NimAgn lusters with N = m+n ranging from 2 to 60.
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quantity
D(m, n) = log
(
1 +
∣∣∣∣∣ZNiAg(m, n)〈ZNiAg〉 −
ZCuAg(m, n)
〈ZCuAg〉
∣∣∣∣∣
)
. (6.1)
D(m, n) should beome zero if the property Z of both lusters has similar dependene
on the stoihiometries. But, when Z has a material-spei dependene on the (m,
n), then the values of D should inrease.
We determine D(m, n) for the ratio of the average radial distanes of the CuAg
and NiAg lusters (Eq. 5.3) to ompare the strutural properties, and for the exess
energy per atom (Eq. 3.11) for an energeti properties omparison. The results are
shown in Fig. 6.16. The lose similarity of CuAg and NiAg lusters is obviously
seen in the very low values of D(m, n) for the ratio of the average radial distanes.
This quantity is mostly between 0 and 0.057, but in very few ases, i.e., for some
Ag-rih lusters, beomes less than 0.46. This suggests, however, that although
the atomi properties of Cu and Ag (suh as atomi radii, surfae energies, and
ohesive energies) are loser to eah other than those of Ni and Ag, they an barely
be identied in the strutural properties of nanoalloys made of these atoms.
In the lower panel of Fig. 6.16, the energeti properties of the CuAg and NiAg
lusters prove to be less similar, as the values of D(m, n) inrease for the exess
energies of these two systems. This is also in aord with distint mixing energies
and oeients of these lusters.
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Chapter 7
Conlusions and Outlook
The aim of this work was to investigate the energeti and strutural properties of
Ag, and Ag-based alloyed lusters. The seleted nanoalloys were Cu-Ag and Ni-Ag.
To this end, we rst determined all the global minimum strutures of Ag lusters
with N = 2 to 100 atoms. For the CumAgn and NimAgn nanoalloys we did the same
for every possible ombination of m and n with N = m+n from 2 to 60. To make
this exhaustive researh more feasible, we used the EAM potential to alulate all
atom-atom interations, and ombined it with the basin-hopping (BH) algorithm
for global optimization. As the output, we obtained long listings of total energies
and strutures as funtions of lusters' stoihiometries. Then we used dierent
theoretial tools to obtain an insight in to the properties of these lusters.
For Ag lusters, our results for the GM strutures inluded iosahedra, deahedra,
and f trunated otahedra whih are in agreement with other experimental and
theoretial studies [5, 60, 107, 120℄. These strutures suggested the iosahedral
growth for the Ag lusters but with islands of deahedra and f trunated otahedra.
Moreover, the sequene of the stable lusters and the way that new atoms were added
to the lusters showed that there is a ompetition between the MIC/Polyiosahedral
and TIC growth pattern for dierent ranges of sizes. We ompared the GM of AgN
lusters with those of NiN and CuN by using the similarity funtion, and found that
strutures of Ag lusters more resemble those of Cu than Ni lusters.
The strutural omparison of the GM of Ag lusters, determined by dierent
model potentials, emphasized the eets of the type of potentials used in alu-
lations. We have also investigated the stability of Ag lusters by using the well
known stability funtion and the isomers energy dierenes. The magi sizes that
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we found also inlude those with symmetri geometries suh as 13- and 19-atom
iosahedron, f trunated otahedron with 38 atoms, 55-atom Makay iosahedron,
and Deahedron with 75 atoms.
Our results for the global minimum of both CuAg and NiAg lusters are in
agreement with the very few available studies. The orresponding global minima
have dierent strutures suh as iosahedra, polyiosahedra, 5-fold and 6-fold pan-
akes, and even f trunated otahedra, whih were identied for some few lusters
of size N = 38. We employed various measures to determine the ordering of atoms
in Ag-based nanoalloys. The results revealed that in both ases the Ag atoms form
the shell of the strutures and over the Cu or Ni ores. This tendeny even proved
to prevent the formation of symmetri geometries in favor of oreshell strutures.
The segregation of Ag atoms to the surfaes of the strutures was suggested by the
ratio of the average radial distanes and the bond order parameter. As we have per-
formed the rst systemati studies for the CuAg and NiAg lusters over a wide
range of sizes and ompositions, we were able to identify their growth pattern. Our
results proposed that the growth for both types of bimetalli lusters is based on
TIC/Polyiosahedral, where new atoms are added to the T sites over the last shell
of atoms and the strutures are mainly dierent types of polyiosahedra [129℄.
The determination of the most stable strutures of nanoalloys proved to be a
non-trivial task, as there are dierent denitions for the stability funtions. Even
in these ases, we ould nd some lusters in whih a luster was determined of
enhaned stabilities by dierent denitions. For example, in agreement with other
studies, we found Cu7Ag27 and Ni7Ag27 to be the most stable lusters with 34
atoms [39, 72, 73, 133, 134℄. Additionally, we alulated the exess energies and the
energy dierenes between the rst and seond isomers of both CuAg and NiAg
nanoalloys and determined the stable lusters aording to these two measures. An
overview of the results of all the stability riteria suggested that for the both types
of nanoalloys the Ag-rih lusters are more stable in many ases.
We also ompared the strutural and energetial properties of CuAg and NiAg
nanoalloys. The results showed that although the properties of Ag atoms are loser
to those of Cu than Ni atoms, the strutures of the CuAg and NiAg nanoalloys of
the same sizes and ompositions are quite similar. On the other hand, the dierenes
are notied when we ompare the energetial properties of these nanoalloys. For
instane, we found that the exess energies and espeially mixing energies of these
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two nanoalloys are very dierent.
As a further step, we should employ other preise methods like density funtional
theory to explore our large database of nanolusters for more physial and hemial
properties. This is along the lines of the two step method proposed by Ferrando et
al. [73℄. In these further studies one should rst reoptimize the strutures and then
try to determine the orresponding physial properties like optial or magneti, or
the heat apaity.
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